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Bunny fun outside the Caledonian hotels. The punters loved it.
by Tom Bradby

The life of the city has been
brightened this week by the
arrival of the Edinburgh Students' Charities Appeal Rag
Week and the presence of the
Pink Panther, Bugs Bunny,
Sylvester the Cat and the
sight of hundreds of students
marching through the city led
by the sound of bagpipes and
drums amidst the blazing of
torches.
On Saturday morning , the
ESCA fancy dress breakfast outside the Caledonian Hotel
brought the first appearance of
the Pink Panther and friends. The
weather was kind as 15 or so students, organised by June Guthrie,
ate strawberries and cream, and
chatted to the drivers of cars stopped at the traffic lights. A large
yellow chicken pecked quietly at
the pavement and accosted passers-by, whose general reaction
~as that the whole thing was
wonderful". One delighted old

man said with a hearty laugh:
"Lovely to see all the smiling faces
you're making everybody
laugh."
On Sunday afternoon, the
teams - The Daffodils, "Allo
Allo" , The Dickheads, The
Tonga Titslingers, the "Return of
the Erotica Si" Pack" team , the
Harrods Management, the Planters in White , the Baird Nellies
and many others all assembled to
push a hospital bed around the
Meadows.
The track was about 800 yards
long and four out of the six teams
had to have their legs tied to each .
other. Prizes were issued for first ,
second, and best fancy dress and
the event was sponsored, so that
every 80 yards the teams went,
they raised money.
As the teams prepared to
depart, they were sprayed with
eggs, shaving foam, flour, water
and tomato ketchup. "Herr Flick"
of the "Allo Allo" team, looked
an unhappy Gestapo commandant as he left looking wistfully
through his flour and egg-smeared
spectacles.

The Dickheads departed to the torches , down the Royal Mile,
tunes of "If you're feeling randy over North Bridge and up Calton
keep one handy", and " If you're Hill to the tunes of "Loch and
gonna have it off put one on". The Side", "The Battle's O'er" and
Tonga Titsllngers, dressed in Ger- others from the "mental set".
man helmet , Salomon ski hat and
As the sky darkened and the
banana skin , departed to the · column flickered towards Calton
chant of "Tonga, Tonga, Tonga" Hill , the money collectors spoke
and the H arrods Management to people watchjng from the paveteam turned up dressed as Saudi ment and stopped cars, and
Arabians compelete with sunglas- darted in and out of pubs along
ses and whips. The Rubbish II the way.
team from Brewster House took
On top of Calton Hill a huge
first place, the Ewing Planters sec- bonfire blazed and a man with a
ond and the Baird Nellies col- megaphone said: "If you could
lected the prize for best fancy throw your torches on to the bondress.
fire that would be great."
The cartoon characters reap- Together with the fireworks, stu-·
peared on Monday to tie the dent Adrian Hallchurch comSports Union Preside:tt, Jennie mented that the whole thjng had
Carlton, to the railings .by the been "a blazing success". Hamish
Pleasance and smear shaving Taylor, the general convener of
foam on her face. "It's disgust- ESCA, added that it was much
ing," she said, licking it away from better than last year when it had
her mouth. "Thank God I don 't "pissed down with rain" .
have to shave every day."
The only casualty of the evenThe pipers and drummers lead- ing was an emu who lost a leg,
ing the Torchlight Procession on though it was rumoured to be
Monday njght also wore fancy down the back of his trousers.
dress. They led about 400 people,
Rag Week has so far raised
the majority of whom had £3,500.

Tories deny scandal
by Gary Duncan

The University Conservative
~SSOciation have rejected allegations of electoral and constitutional malpractice outlined in a letter from the Students' Association
Societies Convener to the Conservatives' President, Charles Pridgeon.
The letter states that com;laints have bc;.en made a~ai.nst
he Conservative Association
~uggesting that l>oth Pridgeon and
s _Predecessor as President,
avid Thomas were elected
Unlawfully in th~ terms of their
own constitution. The letter also

0

suggests that the club may have
broken its own rules by being
selective in who it invited to
attend the Annual General Meeting at which the elections of
office-bearers take place. This
could be construed as ballot-rigging.
In addition , the Societies Council complaint suggests that when
the elections were held at this
meeting , a tied vote resulted and
the outgoing President (Thomas)
used a "casting vote" in favour of
Pridgeon.
The letter questions whether he
could have done so lawfully since
he himself was elected only by the

Association's committee and was
never ratified as President by a
General Meeting of the Association .
Finally, it is 'a lleged that the
Association drew up a new constitution under which it held the
AGM and the elections without
. ever putting the new rules to its
members for ratification .
Prior to the writing of the
Societies Council letter, Alick
McWhirter, an office-bearer in
the Association, ·had resigned , in
a move apparently connected to
these actions.
Speaking to Student, Pridgeon
and Thomas denied that they had

never. been lawfuny elected as
Conservative Associatmn presidents, and dismissed the allegations. They rejected the suggestion that the committee could not
appoint an interim President and
said tl\jlt both their elections were
therefore completely legitimate.
Pridgeon went on to deny that the
notificaiton of the AGM had been
in any way selective. He plans to
write a lengthy letter to the
Societies
Convener,
Simon
Thomson , dismissing the allegations . Student was unable to contact Thomson for a comment on
the rebuttal from the presidents
- legitimate or not.
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Candidates stake claim
by Gary Duncan
With nominations for the
annual EUSA elections due to
close on Tuesday, only two more
candidates for sabbatical positions have emerged since last
week's report in Student.
'
Jane Rogerson has confirmed
her intention to stand for the presidency of the Association. Opponents so far declared for the President's post are Paul Davies, the
former Science Students' Convener; David Clark, previously
SRC External Convener; Andrew
Hicks, an independent candidate
and member of the Conservative
Association; and Martin "Yossi"
Ross. Rogerson is felt to be a
strong candidate out of this field.
Cheow-Lay Wee has confirmed
his intention to stand for Treasurer. A former Education Convener, Wee says that he is "looking forward to the challenge of the
Treasurer's job", should he be
elected. His only declared opponent for the post is Tor Farquhar,
a member of the Committee of
Management of the Union and of
the EUSA Finance Committee.
Both candidates are seen as
strong contenders in the election

Student
TV
.
winners

More hacks in the running: Jane Rogerson, condnne<i for .President; Cheow-Lay Wee opts for Treasurer.
contest for this post.
There are no more candidates
for the post of Deputy President,
the previously declared hopefuls
being Alison Roylands , Secretary
of Potterrow, and Mike Lyttle, a
member of the SRC and former
member ofTeviot Committee.
No other student has shown an
interest in becoming EUSA Secretary either-although there are
already four candidates for this
position - Sally Greig, a former

Student editor; ·Andrew Grey, of
the Revolutionary Communists;
Mark Wheatley, President of the
Liberal Club and Arts Students'
Convener; and David Tripp,
another SRC member and photographer for Midweek.
There is a dearth of candidates
for the more minor, non-sabbatical positons too - although it
seems likely that many will
declare themselves before nominations close at noon on Tuesday.

Facing the gift horse
by Joanne Moody
however, he commented on the'
Universities are having to tum fact that the maintenance is the
down offers of money and scien- "harrowing" part of the acceptific equipment for projects and tance.
Most universities fund their
research due to the fact it is
becoming increasingly difficult to research on a dual support syseconomically
maintain
the tem , whereby student fees and
laboratories where the research University Grants Committee
money provide a research base
would be done.
This claim was highlighted at which includes basic items such as
the conference of University Con- test-tubes , leaving the research
vocations in Birmingham this councils, industry and private
benefactors to fund the actual
month.
Professor Michael Thompson , research items.
The problem is that the actual
Vice-Chancellor of Birmingham
University, speaking. at the con- grants are not enough to cover the
ference, said: "Government cuts maintenance and staff needed to
have gone so far, they are actually _back up the research , especially
inhibiting the ability of univer- since the !!quipment is becoming
sities to raise independent funds." more sophisticated.
One example given by Dr
Dr Schwartz, Associate Dean
of the Faculty of Science at Edin- Schwartz was when Edinburgh
burgh University, stated that "in received a computer worth·
practice we do still accept gifts'', around £500,000 from the Gould

Business
refuses
to back
Aberdeen
•
campaign
by Anjali Dholakia
Businessmen from Aberdeen
refused to back a campaign to persuade the University Grants Committee to give more money to,
Aberdeen University , at a recent
meeting of the Aberdeen Industries and Development Authority.
Mr Derek Mamoch, Chief
Executive of the Aberdeen
Chamber of Commerce told The
Scotsman , " If the University has
not marketed itself properly to the
UGC, that is the University's
problem and not ours."
The
Aberdeen University
Defence Committee claims that
the University's future is under
threat as its last cut in funding
amounts to about £2 million over
the next three years. the Committee claims that this means over 150
academ_ ic jobs are threatened, as
reported in Student last term.

Corporation - a large American
organisation. The University,
however , received no extra
money for maintenance of the
computer.
The same problem occurred
when Professor Donovan of the
Chemistry Department received
an equipment grant of £300,000
from the University Grants Committee , but once again received
nothing for maintenance.
This dilemma is still evident in
the running of the new Laser
Department which Dr Schwart z
called "a headache to the faculty".
The University has previously
made an attempt to combat the
problem of expensive gifts when
in 1984 the Principal and Deans'
Committee provided a pamphlet
entitled "Donations of Expensive
Equipment G uidance for
Faculties" .

FOREST reduced
to ashes

However , Adrian Lee has
announced his .intention to stand
for re-election as SRC Community Affairs Convener, and two
candidates have been nominated
for Potterrow Convener- Shona
Easson-Gibson and Lynn Mackenzie - both currently members
of the Potterrow Committee. This
last contest is in stark contrast to
last year's elections, when no one
stood for Potterrow Convener or
Secretary.

Fares less
fare
British Rail have substantially
reduced the concessions offered
by the Young Person's Railcard
which is available to every student
in full-time education.

Edinburgh University Student TV were awarded second place tn the prestigio
National Student Televisi~~
Awards a,t York Universit
last month .
Y
They triumphed with Th
Definite, a humorous elev/
minute film which invest~
gated some of the cliches and
myths of the cinema. The film
.was written and directed by
Lorin
McDougall · and
Mithilesh
Roychowdhury
with camera work by Robert
Badlock.

Edinburgh gets
£1. 79m grant
Edinburgh University has
received the largest-ever
single research grant of £1.79
million.
This will support research
into the design and development of advanced micro-electronics in the micro-fabrication facility of the Electronic
Engineering Department.
Sir John Burnett, Principal
of Edinburgh University,
stated that "this is a further
vote of confidence in the outstanding contribution to microchip product ion of my colleagues in electrical engineering".

German
winners
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The new card, which has been
available since the 1st of March ,
offers a reduction of only onethird off '!,II second-class fares.
Previously , cardholders had
claimed 50 per cent off standard
day returns, but there is now only
menace in the workplace, and a a 34 per cent saving.
by Jane Kelly
veritable cost in life and money.
A British R ail spokesman
Stephen Ayres, speaking in · admitted the new card was "a worHealth Week provided the
forum for an informative and opposition to a ban, noted a need sening of affairs", and explained
emotive debate on smoking in for "sensible instruction" as to
that "it is standardising the policy
public places, held last Thursday · where one may smoke, but forceof 34 per cent off all fares" . This
fully slammed having a total ban
evening in Teviot Row House.
change means , for instance, that a
The inclusion of members of which he regarded as unworkable
person travelling from Edinburgh
the pro-smoking lobby , FOR- in any respect .
to Glasgow with a Railcard will
The main case against the
now have to pay £2.60 instead of
EST, and its vehement opponent group, ASH , led inevitably "fresh-air fascist" motion of a
£1.65, as before .
The Railcard still costs £12.00,
to a wioer debate on the whole ban, said Mr Ayres, was "using
issue of smoking and especially the power of the State to tell indiand there is also a voucher which
the dangers ·in connection with viduals what they may do in their
gives you £12 off an Inter-Rail
lung cancer and bronchial disor- personal and private lives".
card and Boatcard on sale with it.
ders. In one of the most impas- Indeed, both Mr Douglas Mason
In addition, the card allows dissioned speeches of the evening, and Edinburgh student Mr Colin
counts in Greater London and
Professor Flechley of Edinburgh Moodie accepted the idea of
throughout Network South-east.
University told of his 30-year respect and concern for others but
These concessions have been
experience of the "evils of smok- maintained the right of the indiadded so that the card has "wider
ing" through his work as a doctor vidual to live his life in his own
appeal" . The British Rail spokesdealing largely with respiratorial way.
man commented that, "People
cases.
Tempers flared throughout the
have to pay more percentage-wise
Lothian councillors Richard debate as statistics about the
but the change on day returns
Carson and John Stirling sup- health risks of smoking were
doesn't affect long distance travelported a ban on smoking in public adamantly and even aggrressivly
lers ."
places as part of a need for "clean disputed by both sides. The
Anybody who bought a Young
air" in the whole environment. heated debate encouraged many
Person's Railcard before the 1st of
They saw the ban as being "for the responsible speeches from the
March can exchange it for a new
common good of the whole state" audience and concluded with a
one and claim the £12 voucher off
and dealt specifically with smok- resounding vote in favour of the
a Railcard , but will be subject to
ing as an anti-social habit, a motion.
the new levels of fare reductions.

The University's German
Department has won a
national award for its production of the play Moral. The
prize, for German Languate
stage plays, in an expensespaid trip to Germany for the
cast of 19 - courtesy of the
contest's sponsors, the Ger·
manic Exchange Scheme.

Legal aid
needed
In an-effort to produce the
numbers of international
lawyers who will be needed in
the future, Edinburgh University has launched a fund to
raise £650 ,000 for the perma·
nent endowment of a Chalfin
Public International Law.
Professor Neil MacCormick,
Dean of the Faculty of LaW,
said: "We have had a brilliant
history in International LaW
at the University, and I_ho~
we shall have a bnlhan
future . .. Edinburgh wo~I~
be an ideal home for sue
development."

Unemployment
up
.

· the City is
Unemployment m
. al
not following to the nauc;e
downward
trend. fwork
number of people out 0 640 in
in Edinburgh rose by . repJanuary to 28,903. Thiscity'!
resents 13.4% of thet dent
population . In the ~~ont,
areas
of
Marc . es
.
d sc1enn
Stockbndge, an
4o/o
13
the rates were 15.S.o/o, ~th
'md 11.9% respecuvely~wing
the latter two wards sh ffset
0
;mall falls in numb~rs Mar·
oy a larger rise m
~hmont.
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Thumbing it
A number of Edinburgh nherity students are to participate in a
major ludeol A.id food-raising
stunt this weekend - a charity
hitchhike to Paris. Timed to coincide with the ESCA Rag Week,
they hope to raise up to £ 1,000 through sponsorship - for tbe
charity "Survival International''.
The first tudeots to reach Paris in
the hitchhike race can claim a first
prize of a twin hotel room, and
there is a second prize . of free
return travel to London. The
ambitious event bas been orgaonised by Edinburgh Unviersity
Social Anthropology stud~nl
Nicholas Glynne.

ESCA's comet
streaked across
Edinburgh as
.this torchlit procession marched
down Princes
Street to Calton
Hill where a

Society without socialism

by Anjali Dholakia
The Government's main aim is
to "create a participative, nonsocialist, private enterprise-based
society", said Cecil Parkinson as
he addressed the Edinburgh University Tory Club's Open Meeting
in controversial style last Friday.
Mr Parkinson , after being
introduced by Di Thomas, an
Edinburgh
Prospective
Parliame ntary candidate and ex-Tory
Club President , delivered a brief
speech to the small audience of
around 40 on the Government's
successes and its future proposals.
On the issue of nationalisation ,
he accused the Labour Party of
being "idealistic" and promised to
"remove the vestiges of a socialist
Britain . . . and settle the argument once and for all".
To the cheers pf the Tory Club,
Mr Parkinson launched an attack
on the Labour and Allliance Parties, saying that they were "wrong
and muddled" . He asked society
to " reject the authoritatarian
socialist approach" and declared
triumphantly that "another term
of the Thatcher Government will
make socialism unthinkable". Mr
Parkinson then switched his
attack to the Alliance and gained
laughter from his supporters when
he accused the Alliance of "hover-

ing around the muddle middle".
Mr Parkinson summed up by saymg: "Our political opponents are
gomg to have to live with the
changes, they're irreversible."
The meeting was then open to
question at which the less rightwmg members of the audience

Threat to AIDS fight
by Graeme Wilson
The research to fight AIDS and
cancer could be threatened by
University Grants Committee
(UGC) proposals to close half the
veterinary schools in Britain.
This ·is the warning issued by
professor William Jarrett of the
Department
of
Veterinary
Pathology at Glasgow University.
It was his team whose research on
cats led to the discovery of the first
AIDS-style virus, and consequently an experimental vaccme.
Professor -Jarrett went on to
stress how such work on animals
frequently leads to advances in

Oxford
cheats

the trea•ment of human diseases ,
and argued that the UGC was
"talking about saving trivial sums by Jell Sinton
compared to what has been done
Claims that some Oxford MA
and what is being done ."
graduates had voted twice in the
Edinburgh's Veterinary School recent election for the university's
is also involved in working on new Chancellor have bee n
what Mr Kelly , the Associate rejected by the University In forDean terms as "AIDS-related" mation
Officer, Ms Anne
viruses ; as reported in Student last
Lonsdale.
term .
One don was reported to have
However, Professor Jarett's ia id that he knew people who
final complaint, that uncertainty voted twice. He added that it was
over veterinary schools future easy for anybody to vote twice .
could scare away potential inves- ·'All you have to do," he said , "is
tors , is one which could considera- to give the full name of any
bly have serious repercussions in Oxford MA graduate , and the
the Edinburgh School , it is felt.
time during which they studied at
Oxford ; as long as you know that
they will not be turning out to
vote: such a procedure , which
relies on honesty was no longer
good enough since the elections
In these areas he felt the Coun- had become so politicised. "
Ms Lonsdale, however, is
cil could improve and expand its
testing programme , and drug reported to have claimed that
counselling, as the majority of "some votes were rejected
carriers at present are drug users . because the University was hot
On top of this he stressed the happy about their authenticity ,"
importance of community care for and that if the don 's claims were
the active cases , which could take true , it would nevertheless have
the form of meals-on-wheels , had a minimal effect, and no
effect on the outcome of the
home help and housing provision .
Dr Bath qualified his warning result.
In the Chancellorship election,
by saying that at present there are ·
only six active cases in the Lothian former SDP leader, Roy Jenkins ,
Region compared to 731 in the narr~wly defeated the two Tory
whole of the UK, yet compla- candidates, Lord Blake and
ceiicy at this stage would be disas- former Prime Minister, Edward
Hea th .
trous.

Lothian AIDS plague
by Graeme Wilson
There could be as many as 300
active cases of AIDS in the Lothian health area by 1991 unless
more action is taken by the
authorities.
This is what Lothian councillors
Were told by their Health Board's
Community Medicine specialist,
Dr George Bath. He suggested
improvements in the areas of prevention and treatment th(ough
better communications between
Council and Health Board, which
are essential to both stem the flow
Of the disease and help the active
cases .of AIDS .

tried to make their presence fe lt.
Claire McLintock , EUSA Deputy
P(esident , accused the Government of having divided society
into "haves and have nots". Mr
Parkinson did not subscribe to
that view and declared that for the
13 per cent of the workforce that
were unemployed the re were
ample welfare provisions a nd
benefits which brought them "way
beyond the poverty line".
Perhaps the most relevant issue
to Edinburgh studen ts was the
future of higher education , raised
by Adrian Lea, Community
Affairs Convener , and more specifically the future of Edinburgh
University , raised by David Duncan , EUSA Treasurer, which
faces a £4 million debt and bankruptcy by 1990.
Mr Parkinson replied th at universities like any other areas had
to make savings and should learn
that they were not perfect. Mr
Duncan then accused the Government of allowing the Social
Sicences and Arts, of which Edinburgh has a long history , to
"wither away and die", to which
Mr Parkinso n, who had previously said he was as good as all
politicians at avoiding the question , replied that he could n't
really see that happening.

Yuppie drain from
Civil Service
by Siobhan Mulvany
The Civil Service is losing top
graduate recruits to the Ciry and
its high sa laries, claim the service's Commissioners in their
recent annual report.
Although the fast-stream "administration trainee" course for
such graduates is generally successful , Nick Gurney , one of the
Commissioner , says that , "We
are not attracting quite the same
number of really top graduates."
Included in this numbe r would
be engineer , scienti ts , computer
specia lists, accountants, surveyor , lawyers, economists, and
actuaries. A record number of 15
succe sful applicants turned down
offer of jobs in the Civil Service.
One solution , believe the Commissioners, is the breakdown of
the Oxbridge-only social divide
which had made the intake

Oxbridge graduates only until last
year. However , the main reason
'remains that the Whitehall salary
is ometimes only half that of the
City salary offered to the same
high-flying graduate . Last year's
" Big Bang" in the City and the rise
in interest in commercial enterprise has increased vacancies in
the City.
According to
Edinburgh's
Careers Advisory e rvice, industry too has suffe red increasingly
over the past few years , a a result
of the new City job , and more
offers made to graduates by
American banks and merchant
banks. There is still , however,
intere t shown in the Civil Service
with students still taking the entrance exams, despite the long procedures, which also possibly
encourage graduates to pursue
City careers.

Hitting the campus
nationwide
Ltd. They decided
by Our News Staff
The second issue of Enterprise
magazine will be published next
week by three Edinburgh University students who head Precedent
Publications.
Editor Devin Scobie told Student that following the overwhelming success of issue one,
Enterprise was fortunate to attract
generous commercial sponsorship
and advertising.
" We are now Britain's only
national , independent student
magazin e, and we' re here to
stay."
Following issue one, which was
generously endorsed by University Rector Archie MacPherson ,
the publishers of Enterprise
formed Precedent Publications

to revamp
Enterprise, which was previously
published throughout Scotland ,
and to publish issue two nationwide .
Scobie said that issue two of
Enterprise included everything
from a look at the marketing of
Samantha Fox to a guide about
writing CVs.
"We believe that students have
diverse interests. There is a very
real need for a serious non-party
political student magazine in Britain . From the interest and support we received after the publication of issue one last October, not
only from student but from
ttcademics and the media as well ,
we think we've cracked it. When
opportunity knocks, you don ' t
knock it."

-....-====--------------
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Union gets
back licence
to thrill
Chambers Street Union has
regained its late licence, which
was revoked in January following
complaints to the Licensing
authorities from local residents
about noise.
The licence has now been
restored but the union will no
longer be able to play host to live
bands as it could before. The Students' Association apparently
plans to try to compensate for this
by making use of "big name" DJs,
and other special events. The
changes will also restrict the use
that can be made of Chambers
Street during the next Fre he r '
Week .

Big name
line-up
at press
debate
"This House would prefer a fair
press to a free press" is the motion
proposed for a debate on the
media , held this evening in the
Teviot Row Debating Hall.
Guest speakers include Vincent
Hanna , BBC Newsnight reporter
and doyen of the bye-elect.ion
journalists, John Lloyd , editor of
the New Statesman , and Sheena
MacDonald
from
Scotland
Today .
There wiU be a free reception
after the debate , which starts at
7.30pm.

All night loans vigil
by Sophie Peterson
A twenty-four hour vigil outside
the Scottish office has been planned by EUSA on the 5th day or
May. Acrording to David Duncan,
EUSA Treasurer, the vigil is the
"logical conduslon" to the various
suc:cesslul
occupations
and
marches that EUSA has organised
recent.ly.
Running from 1 pm to 1 pm , the
vigil hopes to attract students all
through the night. The following
days at 1 pm , '1,000's' of signatures, in the form of a petition
from the general public, will be

presented to a representative of
the Scottish Office. There is is also
a rally planned for the presentation of the person - it is hoped in
the run-up to the general election.
David Duncan sees the vigil as
"symbolic of student determination" not to let the loans issue die
away . He sees the fact that loans
proposals have been dropped
from the Conservative's election
manifesto as a sign of the students
success, but he is not convinced
that the Conservatives will not
raise the matter again or attempt
to "sneak it through quietly ."

The Scottish Office reaction
was one of bemusement at the fact
that EUSA has chosen the Scottish Office as the location for the
vigil. A representative of the
Press Office said that the students
were "free to vigil," but was "surprised" they chose the Scottish
Office as it had " nothing to do
with loans. "
If you are willing to be a part of
the vigil through certain hours of
the night of the fifth of May , there
will be the opportunity to write
your name on some of the posters
publicising the event.

EUSA's
Health
Daze
by Miranda Chitty
ln last week's Health Daze,
organised by EUSA, it became
clear that stress, depression,
smoking and eating habits are the
issues that most concern healthconscious students at Edinburgh
University.
Health Daze was held on two
days , last Thursday and Friday, in
which students were helped
through information desks, leaflets , a debate and an alcohol-free
lager promotion, to see through
the health " daze" of the fitnessfreaked eighties whilst finding a
suitable way of looking after their
health.

Nukes
VIGILANTE STUDENTS on the
SAVE PIGGY-BANK
move

Martin Who? Student's Spot the Dalek competition.

Two of Edinburgh University's
more dubious characters were last
week awarded the Lothian and
Borders Police Meterious Award
after an incident in August. Ross
Parsons and Martin "Yossi" Ross ,
both final year students, were
handed framed certificates by the
Convener of the Lothian Police
Board, William Rankin.
" It was like Hill Street Blues,"
said Parsons, talking about the
incident. During the Edinburgh
Festival two youths tried to steal a
charity Piggy Bank and a
Walkman from the box-office of
the Bedlam Theatre, home of
Edinburgh University Theatre
Company. Yossi , who is standing
as a Presidential candidate in the

EUSA elections and Parsons gave
chase, and managed to catch one
In a move which some commenof the robbers in a struggle where tators have suggested smacked of
a half-brick was thrown into Par- post-Chernobyl paranoia, the
son's face .
Edinburgh District Council last
"The funny thing was that the week considered the possibility of
robbery was totally unsuccessful. pressing its staff into service in the
They dumped the Piggy Bank in "anti-nuclear" cause.
the bushes," says Yossi . The
The suggestion, put forward at
youth was later acquitted of the
robbery charge, but was fined £75 a meeting of the Emergency Planfor two counts of assault in the ning Subcommittee, which is
responsible for, amongst other
High Court last November.
The awards were for "sharp things, civil defence , was that the
observation and public-spirited council employees, from gardenassistance." " No ," agreed the two ers to street cleaners, should keep
students "this won't change our their eyes open for passing nuclives much . Do you want those lear convoys and report any
see to their superiors. This they
autograi;>hs now?"
would do while going about their
day-to-day work.

Thatcher fears student
campaign says candidate
by Miranda Chitty
NUS President, Vicky Phillips ,
speaking yesterday in the ChapIaincy Centre, to coincide with
Scottish Labour Students campaign day told students that a
Labour Government would "invest in education" by scrapping

~~~sie~:~!o~~g gi~~~t~ ~~a!~et~
everyone in higher education over
the age of sixteen.
Ms Phillips claimed that since
1979, 25 ,000 places in higher education had been lost, and that the
parental contribution to grants
bad risen by 209%.
Edinburgh University, "though ·
ranked high in Tory snob value,
has done badly under the Conservatives' observed co-spealcer
Nigel Griffiths , PPC for Edin- .

burgh South.
Mr Griffiths told his audience
that since 1979, Edinburgh had
lost 140ofitsstaffandafifthofits
~nriual t;md2et.
nan international comparison,
Ms Phillips said that "all the other
European countries are thinking
of scrapping loans" and that to
introduce the111 in Britain was
ridiculous , though almost certain
b
to appen.
She claimed Britain spent less
on education than any other
European country
·
Summing up, Mr Griffiths
·encouraged students to join
Labour's campaign and vote
Labour. However he said he
realised that exam pressure might
make this difficult , and hinted the
Conservatives might hold a June
election for just this reason .

Condom crisis
STRATHCLYDE:
Several
weeks before the end of last term
vandal-proof
condom
two
machines were installed in the
gents toilets of Strathclyde University union. Students were
intrigued when the condom
machines
disappeared.
The
Strathclyde Telegraph reports this
we~k that the machines were
installed without any order being
placed by a cowboy company who
approached the Strathclyde SRC
with a bill for the work after completing it. The SRC ordered the
company to remove the machines
as this "is not the way it does business". The Strathclyde Telegraph
~oncludes : "Unk nown contractors should not take the Association for a ride. "
Meanwhile, the Association is
trying to decide which brand of
condom to put in new machines.
The competition is between Red
Stripe, Heavy Duty Variety and
Featherlight.
The sabbatical
Deputy President points out that
Red Stripe are made in France
and so do not conform with
British Safety Standards, "e.g.
there is no sell by date" .

Defend the dons
ABERDEEN: A "massive campaign" has been set up at Aber·
deen University and the city'!
community called "Defend thf
Dons". The university is trying tc
stop the University Grants Com·
mittee decision to cut £2m frorr
Aberdeen over the next thref
years.
"Defend the Dons" is a joint
campaign supported by universit)
staff and the SRC, Aberdeen District Council and Grampian Regional Council. A petition is being
signed which will be presented to
the Prime Minister on the 11th of
May. The campaign organisers
are counting on a General Election in June so they feel that the
May petition will have "maximum
benefit". Already 12,000 people
_have signed the petition since it
was started last week.
A delegation will be going to
London to present the petition to
Margaret Thatcher. The four-person delegation will be led by
Aberdeen's Lord Provost and will
include a member of staff and the
SRC's sabbatical President. An
SRC spokesman commented
"All universities are being
squeezed but we think that we're
being squeezed disproportionately."

Animal
wastage?

STRATHCLYDE: Strathclyde
University has defended the work
of Porfessor James R. Parrett,
who holds the University Chair of
Pharmacology . Professor Parrett
has been accused by the Scottish
Anti-Vivisection Society of being
responsible for the death of more
than 3,000 animals during his
research into heart disease. The
accusations are in a report published by Mr Macdonald Daly, a
non-scientific Oxford graduate,
who has examined published
work by the professor which, Daly
claims show that some of the ammal d~aths were not necessary.
Professor Parrett is currently
working in Japan . The D~puty
Principal , Professor Wilham
Bowman, issued a statement with
reference to the attack on the use
of animals: "The university's ammal work is carried out under
strict supervision by the Hom_e
Office which licences its tndI·
,
victual' researchers and the pre·
Compiled by Jacqueline Brown
mises
and Miranda Chitty
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

WlN POLYGON BOOKS AS

The proposal apparently arose
from a sighting, earlier this year,
of such a nuclear convoy outside
Edinburgh. The issue was taken
up in the Nuclear Free Zones
Steering Committee and at the
Lothian Peace Forum , resulting in
last week's proposals.
It was not clear whether the
proposed dual role of the Council
employees had been discussed
with either them or their unions
but this will not now be necessary .
The policy, Student was told by
Mike Prodby of the Planning
Committee, has been dropped
and "there is nothing else in the
pipeline at the moment on this
subject".

~ERDEEN: Aberdeen IJni.
vers1ty 1s coming to the end of 1"t
annual Rag Fortnight wh s
.
en
events are orgamsed to rais
money for charity . Aberdeen stu~
dents have a reputation for making a record-breaking total. Last
year £70,000 was raised and the
organiser, Robert Young, commented on Tuesday that he is
expecting to exceed this year's
£75,000 target.
Prior to Rag Fortnight, the students had already raised over
£20~000 fr~m_other events such as
a mini ~ampa1gn held in surrounding towns during the Easter holidays . There is also a notable
increase in student support. The
floats procession on Saturday
night will now have 44 floats _
ten up from last year. Walking in
the procession will be a 70-foothigh Chinese dragon which has
been made by the Chinese Society.
Robert Young was looking forward to the Bug Day. The Rag
Committee have had their own
bug badges made which are sold
around Aberdeen . Anyone who is
spotted not wearing one is liable
to be punished.

PRIZES!
. In what year was EUSPB founded? .. .... .. ............ ... ........ .... .... ........ .
~.Name 3 Scottish writers published by POLYGON .

. ....... ............. .. ............ .. ................................. ......... ... ····· ···
.
?
Which popular novel is currently celebrating its 50th anniversary.

h
IJ .

· · · · · · ... ..... .... ........ · · ·. · ·. · ·. ·• · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
~ - Solve the mystery of the 'HOT HEAD IN ELENT'

..... ··
It appears, then, that the city's ············· ············· ···· ··· ···· ···· ··············· ············ ··· ········ ····· ··
gar~eners will be able to tend NAME&ADDRESS
Completetheabovequestionsand
thetr plllants, abnd thbeb~trheet ~lhean- '
postintheboxintheStudentShop,
ers co ect t e ru 1s wit out
Bristo Square by Wed . 6th May 1987.
having to mount a doomwatch at
the same time .

Established in 1887

Pretensions?

·Published by EUSPB

:>ear Editor,
I am writing to complain about
1our completely facile feature on
Patrick Evans.
Your opening paragraph is
probably one of the most absurdly
pretentious and flatly irrelevant
that I have ever read . "Art this
century has probably been more
dull than in any other." Fascinating stuff. Unfortunately, the logic
behind such a statement escapes
me completely. In just what ways
can the art of the 20th century,
which includes the creation of
both film and television , be construed as "dull"? Other considerations apart, your definition of
"art" is obviously so narrow as to
be useless.
I take it that such an arbitrary
judgement was made in the name
of "entertainment", another
vague concept which you do not
bother to elucidate. "Playwrights,
poets and painters have neglected
more than ever before, their duty
to entertain their audience" - but
not novelists, songwriters, actors ,
dancers, film directors or
pops tars? Why not write them off
too? Your notion of the artist 's
"duty to entertain" reveals not
only a total ignorance of the complex relationship between art and
society but also a nauseating
"holier than thou" attitude to
artists in general.
In your ideal world it seems that
people would give the Saturday
night queues at the Odeon a miss
and head off for the fabby
Traverse to see the Evans latest.
That this isn't (and probably
never will be) the case has very littie to .do with
d the.aesthetics
· of
b the
artisuc pro ucts m quesuon ut a
great deal to do with the social
politics of art. This is an area
which you might more profitably
investigate because at the
moment your arguments consist

Fair or Free?
Tonight there is a debate in Teviot on 'the motion "This
House would prefer a fair press to a free press." With
speakers from Newsnight, Scotland Today and the New
Statesman it promises to be exciting and stimulating. But
the terms are complicated and need clarification.
No serious politician demands a favourable press, just
a fair one. (Norman Tebbit, as he slips further down the
gutter of paranoia and hyusteria no longer qualifies as a
serious politician). A fair press is not simply one that considers the two sides of every issue, because there are never ·
just two sides to an issue. It is a press that approaches a
subject without unwarranted preconceptions and reports
it in an informed and intelligent manner.
At the Kenneth Allsop Memorial Lecture last year
J ames Naughtie from The Guardian complained that his
paper never had one policy on an issue when two would
do. A fair press should not be afraid to commit itself to a
particular line; it is of no use to anyone if it does not. But,
as in any intelligent discourse, a paper should be prepar ed to admit when it is wrong.
The debate will have to decide whether we hav a free
press in this country. It is free in the sense that it is not
controlled directly by the government and it is naive and
foolish to forget this blessing.
But the British press will never be really free while the
pervasive disease of Official Secrecy still inhibits debate
on issues of public interest. The first edition of the News
on S unday made this in a silly and sensationalist way by
printing a Ministry of Defence menu, officially a secret.
On Monday, The Independent risked prosecution to
make the same point, by printing spy allegations from
Peter Wright's memoirs.
Equally significant is the way in which newspaper owners curb the freedom of their writers, by placing profits
befor e journalist integrity, by interfering with the editorial line and by filling their papers with pictures of tits
and bums, Murdoch and Maxwell have done as much
damage to the British press as any Official Secrets Act.
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philosophic non sequiturs.
Furthermore, you tread on
even more dangeorus ground in
your comments on the politics of
theatre, 7:84 in particular. Your
hero Mr·Evans rightly avoids the
trap of slagging one of the com-

Slashing the critic.
panies who have tried hardest to
make theatre a less elitist, more
entertaining and thought -provoking medium. However, you are
unable to resist flexing your intellectual muscle or hinting at your
extensive experience of Scottish
Tehatre: "7:84 sentimentalise the
working class and establish
socialist myths" . All this and more
from someone who ·publicly professed his "white , middle-class"
insulated identity in the hallowed
pages of last term's Student . The
least we can expect from a decent
journalist is a little integrity.
Neither you nor Mr Evans are
the first to recognise the importance of narrative in artistic matters, whether in the theatre , the
novel or in film: artists from
Homer through Joyce to Eco all
acknowledge it. Those artists,
including Pinter, who tried to
.vork without conventional struc-

oG
a hash
f oa f inveyrtedsnoRbbery

g turehs such tas thseFrench novelists

Dear Editor,
I'm afraid I laughed out loud
when I re~d C. Hazel McNair's
Jetter . I can assure her that
nobody is "forced into homosexuaJity as a means of escape from the
finance orientated world around
them''. Nobody is attracted to the
same sex due to fluctuations in the
stock exchange.
Seriously, what is~ symptom of
the world around us 1s the manner
in which most gays are forced to
conduct their love-lives. Given
that the Government anti-AIDS
campaign is geared strongly
towards sticking to one partner,
consider for a molnent the plight
of a gay man . Wh'ereas a·normal
person has fifty percent of the
population in which to find a partner , gay men only have about five
percent. Add to this the fact that
only a tiny proportion of this five
percent feel, they can face the
sometimes brutalconsequences of
oming out, the chances of finding

a compatable partner with which
to form a stable relationship are
very small. So, in order to relieve
the natural sexual drive felt by us
all , many gay men are forced to
indulge in brief, sordid encounters in public lavatories etc, away
from the prying eyes of relatives
and friends .
So, if we are concerned about .
the spread of AID~, and putting
an end to oppresston , we must
look beyond the ends of our
Right-wing noses, and create the
conditions under which gays and
le~bians can form steady relationships. Homosexuals are. t_he mo~t
persecuted group m Bnttsh soc1ety, and the ti_me has come for a
c_oncerted nattonal campaign to
fight for their nghts. Hit ts only by
fighting for the rights of all persecuted_ minorities that we can e~d
the bigotry, unbappmess and vioJenee in our socie!Y.
Yours faithfully,
Mike James
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and some performance artists of.
the '(i()s did so fo~ a special experimental purpose : to examine the
possibruty that convention was
stifling insensitivity. They did not
do so in the name of "Art",
obscurit or dullness. The did

not operate to your reductive dif·
ferentiations between art, entertainment and society. So. whether
you or I fi nd such work "entertaining" or not is really irrelevant
as a measure of critical judgement , one upon which you fallaciously construct (?) your argument.
Isn't there enough punishment
dealt out to "modem art" by the
tabloids to their huge readership?
Trying to pretend that Patrick
Evans has had instant success in
tack.ling the problems ofthe popuJar appeal of political theatre is
nonsense - I think he would be
the first to agree on that. How
about some research on who is
actually going to see what, instead
ofbuJlshitwithanideologicalcontent about equal to that of The
Sun?
Yours faithfully,
Simon Bayly

Glasgow
no go
Dear Sir,

In today's edition Angus Brown
asks, "Surely there's room in
Scotland for two great cities of
international stature in the arts?".
The answer is no. Glasgow must
go.
Yours faithfulJy,
Michael Upton

What the
Dickens
Dear Sir,

Last week Groundling visited a
"qaint Dickensian farm" . But a~e
there any Dickensian farms? He 1s
essentially an urban writer surely.
Yours faithfully ,
Dick Topolski
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LET MY PEOPLE GO • •
The venue for tonight's gig was
perhaps rather ill-chosen. the
masses who wanted to see the GoBes would have been far better
accommodated in a larger hall,
and it all made for a rather sticky,
claustrophobic
atmosphere .

You Tell Me where Wedding Present inspired raunchy guitar
breaks are the order of the day ,
although the most enthusiastic
reception
was
predictably
reserved for recent single Right
Here which had them dancing on

I

the tables. The Go-Be's depart d
to a deserved ovation, returni~
to the stage moments later for thg
inevitable encores.
e
I left the Hooch a convert .
Jack Mathieson

However , the natural charm ot
the band shone through . Armed
with a vast array of varied material the Go-Betweens oozed sheer
talent and song-writing ability and
their repertoire of bouncy pop
songs won the hearts of the large
crowd. They are commercial in
the nicest possible way and if the
moguls at Radio One had any
sense they would dominate the
air-waves.
superb songs Robert, but that hair? ...

THE GO-BETWEENS
Hoochie Coochie

The Go-Betweens are a
band who have been the subject of much eager discussion,
but until tonight they have

photo: Caroline Ednie

remained very much on the
periphery of my musical
awareness. It was curiosity
more than anything else
which inspired me to go along
to the Hooch to find out what
all the fuss is about.

Rockabilly rebels one minute,
spaghetti western heroes the next,
THE DANCING BEARS
the Bears had the ever growi ng
Potterrow
crowd eating out of their hand ,
best moments being Big Surp rise,
As I watched support band the single Gotta Get Out Out Of
Political Asylum struggle Here and its B-side She's My Girl,
is very robust live number in comthrough their set, most of the parison
with the limp-wristed and
sound being lost in the dread- insipid vinyl version.
ful mix, l wondered if the
They encored with Pretty VacDancing Bears were going to ant, conjuring up memories of last
be yet another band to suc- year's performance of same,
cumb to the Potterrow which almost caused the Chamhoodoo, both the Cateran and bers street dance floor to subside
into the foundations of the buildthe Napalm Stars having ing.
fallen victim to the combinaThe Dancing Bears live are
tion of poor acoustics and always hugely entertaining, a fact
audience apathy.
which prompts the question why
Undaunted , front man Ritchie the hell are they still bumming
grabbed the mike, announced around our loathesome unions in
Lucky Son and . the Bears tour with a whole host of nondesembarked upon another epic per- cript bands. These boys should be
formance . In forty minutes they massive. They have a single out
had transformed a sparsely filled and an album forthcoming. Buy
room into a mass of seething them, and give the Bears the
humanity , and I'd forgotten that break they deserve.
Berwick had lost 6-1 at home .
Jack Mathieson

The sound quality was very
good , giving prominence to the
distinctive violin accompaniment
which adds something special to
the band's music, being used to
convey Poguesian dancibility,
quirky melody and even tender
melancholy in songs like Part
Company.
The gentler moments were Amanda and Robert Part company.
complemented by numbers like

Sheila E: Sheila E (Paisley Park
LP)

O n Sign 0 The Times Prince
sings " I Wanna Do It Baby Every
Day, All Right , In A Bed , On The
Stairs, Anywhere, All Right".
Understandable sentiments when
you've seen Sheila letting herself
breathe on the cover of her latest
shiny black twelve incher.
Listening to the record, he
probably did it in the studio as
well. For those not in the know ,
Sheila E started under Princes
wing, and here doesn't really
seem to have left it. Side O ne:
fi nely crafted fu nk/rock with
Prince-like drum sounds, and ·a
bit of Sonic Boom Boy guitar·
adding to catchy toones. Main

preoccupation; sex. One Day and
Pride and The Passion from Side
Two very much "1999" type big
beat dance extravaganzas. The
rest of Side two: the beat plods ,
avoiding the salvation of sneeky
melodies or Princes eccentricity.
Nowhere is the effortless yet driving groove of her best, Love
Bazaar, to be found.
There an: _some delicate lylics
though: "Too young tci know better , too old to refuse , now shes got
an abortion, now shes got theblues." I rest my .case with U.
Various Artists: lndie Top 20
(Band of Joy)

Paww! Super Indoid Groove!
20 Hot Hits from the Independent
Charts! The whole idea remains
desparately uninteresting, if not
thoroughly offensive. Nevertheless, there is some classy material
dragged in, with names like BMX
Bandits, 1000 Violins, and New
order, gracing this tasteless package. Overall this is very disjointed , and if you 're thinking of
buying this, buy C86 instead.

photo: Caroline Ednie
Love and Money: Love and Money
(Mercury 12")
This particular release will
come as no surprise to Love and
M~ney fans and .ill true Love and.
Money tradition the song is pretty
dull and monotonous. However I
do feel a bit sorry for a group '
who've released and re-releas:d
their entire repertoire and are still
waiting for a 'hit' .
Lowlife (Hoochie Coocbie)

Surprisingly sober for once, Low·
life managed to tum in a lively
support set , still sounding slightly
Joy Divisionish, but brightening
thinrs up with a gentler melodic
feel on newer songs. Look out for
their .iew LP.

Briefs contributors this week:
Caroline Ednie Alun Graves,
Craig McClean', Tom Lappin,
Matthew Catting.

I~ lookknow ~lookknow iMJ]
Apart from the fact that The
Weather Prophets do a version of
Stones In My Pauway, the very·
·thought of which makes me cringe,
they are one of the better of the
ilew pop herd. Pete Astor's voice
Is something of an irritating croon
sometimes, and their press coverage bas been a touch too overenthusiastic, but with songs like
Almost Prayed, Wide Open Arms
and In My Room they should be
worth seeing. They're plugging
their new LP Mayflower at the
Venue on Friday.

Weather ProPbets: Venue Friday

When I was just a tiny little
Amlette my favourites were the
Teardrop Explodes, all untU that
fateful night (I think it was the
Southend Cliffs Pnilion) when
Julian Cope threw a tantrum
because I was talking during Tiny
Children. This tantrum went on to
form the basis of his entire solo
career.

For me his solo LPs have
been very disappointing although
amusingly silly sometimes. His
last, St. Julian was somewhat
rocky and pretty poor. However ii
you enjoy a good laugh you're
probably guaranteed one at the

Queen's Hall on Saturday. Worth
going just for Bouncb ..1
Babies.
"'

Fans of sleazy rock 'n' roll and Led
Zepplin might be interested in
Zodiac Mindwarp and The Love
Reaction playing tonight in Coasters. Teetering between the boring
and the offensive, it you ' re going,
a leather jacket is probably
obligatory.
Possible highlight for all you
disco people out there (there must
be some!) is The Pretty Polly Party
Night at the Amphitheatre in Lothian Road tonight. Lots of fun
with Radio Forth DJs, competitions to win colour TVS etc. If you
go along in a Pretty Polly product
(!?) you get a free pair of tights.
Special guest are the Detroit
Emeralds. If you would like a free
ticket to this splendid occasion
come along to the offices in the
Pleasance today and tell us why

Doris Day is connected with Pretty
Polly Products.

I find their music

sligh~f:.

appealing than the "Wendy ('ve
die/Chris Waddle single, ~in 8
never seen Dr Robert smas.
My Little sister is currently free kick from 30 Yards outbeither
Mr·
infatuated with Dr. Robert of The . . Support band is Good yetlier
Blow Monkeys, playing at Th e Mckenzie which gives ~s~::calfe
Playhouse this Friday. Personally chancetosneeratMartin
-ha ha.
The

Student

Ji.II
plaY

ic u upset
The Weather Prophets:w:: 0 y0u
The Grace Of Living
e
Lie (12" b-side)
Chain: JJq
The Jesus and Mary
;ogle
5
Diddley ls Jesus (7" free
with A pril Skies)
l rk SiSThe Go-Betweens: The C 8 high"
ters (Hoochie Coochie Jive
light)
Jlai/•
The Railway Children: The
road Side (LJ'. "track") .
;siOI'
That Petrol Emotfon: Big f)eC
(siu:;le)
traPI'
The Smiths: Islt RealiyS<' S
Dr Robert (Swoon) Playhouse Fri·
(12" b-side)
day.

KING KURT
The Venue

My fears of flour and eggs
distributed liberally all over
the audience seemed to be
It is with sad regret and a sense
confirmed
as
I
was
of an era passing that I must
immediately confronted by a
inform you of the death of James
Jazz.
mass of foot long quifTs lubriSources for the cause of death
cated by five hours of serious
drinking before the group doyen o( ''snakebite rock" differ, although witnesses say that
James was seen indulging in ''Lotphoto: Phil Hulme
appeared, more pissed than
humiliated by the champions, two hian Roulette" when last seen (a
the audience.
sordid game indulging 12 pints of
rather ill-looking girls.
Accompanied by hideous fairground music King Kurt came on
stage declaring their intention, a
Scottish first, "To mix a snakebite
in the human body." This
involved strapping the eager volunteers to the "wheel of misfortune" , pouring pints of cider and
lager into them and spinning them
round at breakneck speeds. If the
audience gave the thumbs down , a
custard bath was then given. Alas
the male contingent, afraid of
spoiling their quiffs. were

After this specrncular intro, the
band
were
disappointing
although their loyal follower~
didn't seem to mind. The lyrical
preoccupation with Zulus and
bananas was largely unintelligi:
ble, the musical highlight being a
speeded up version of America.
(remember
Roy
Castle's
Recordbreakers). Nevertheless a
good time was had by all, except
the boys washing custard off in the
toilets. Still they got some free
snakebite, didn 't they?
Ben Gill

WINSOME?

Merlin and a large bucket).
James was much loved in the
Student offices for his playful
bigotry and lovable egotism. a
man of great optimism (he was a
lifelong Falkirk supporter) he was
nevertheless capable of deep
depression when a word or two
was cut out of one of his reviews.
When we broke the news to his
friends, one was unable to talk to
us as ''we're in the middle of this
great party," whilst the other gave
us the moving and heartfelt tribute. "Shit, that bastard still owes
me a tenner."
James Jazz leaves several
illegitimate offspring and a huge
slate at the Queen's Hall bar. He
will be sadly missed in. the worlds
of jazz and kerbcrawling
'Amy

sion and general pregnant
pauses during Win's 50minute appearance were filled with such advertisement
atrocities as, "Now bands that
do dishes can be soft as your
own, with mild green, Fairy
FIZZY GOSH AND THE
Liquid".and "Martini - the DESPERATE GIRLIES
right one!".

BITCHY

The Tomato Cellar

Davey Henderson: A little too commercial?

WIN
Coasters

''Only

the

photo: Oliver Lim

flakiest chocolate! Tastes like
chocolate
never
tasted
before!" Familiar? That's not
crumbliest, surprising; the intro, conclu~

SLAYER
The Playhouse

WWOOAARGHH! Death
to false metal? Death to any
metal!
Welcome to the car smash!
Thrash-metal, speed-metal or
hardcore-metal, it doesn't really
matter, Slayer just shit on everything, heavy metal or rock! They
make Deep Purple sound like the
old-age pensioners they always
were. Faster than a speeding bullet , a drum riser bigger than a
small council house and a noise
like an express train crashing into
a nuclear reactor! Watch your
ears BLEED!
MOSH! Slayer are on the same
record label in the States as The
Beastie Boys, on whose album
Slayer's guitarist played, However, Geffen refused to distribute
the album abroad because of the

dodginess of some of the lyrics, to
wit Angel of Death , the opening
track about Josef Mengele, the
Butcher of Auschwitz. London
Records have finally given the
album Reign in Blood a UK
release.
The singer has a neat line in
repartee: "Hi , Edinburgh, do you
feel evil? Let me hear you say
EVIL!" "You've got some really
neat graveyards near the castle,
are you into fucking the dead,
Edinburgh?" A thousand longhaired ,
leather-clad
muthas
respond positively, which kinda
worries me. "Well, this song is called
NE-CRO-PHIL-IAAARRRGGHH!!! " The music owes
more to The Dead Kennedys than
Black Sabbatll, the songs could be
hardcore favourites if they were a
quarter of t!ie length . My own
personal favourite was a little
ditty called Chemical Warfare.
Andrew Tully

Well, it got the waxwork crowd
to sing along anyway-as if Win 's
performance wasn't enough!
Brash blasts of bass, staccato
guitars and the lead singer's wideranging voice, all mashed up
together in Shampoo Tears and
You Baby Too , managed to just
melt the wax. Just . But it took
We've Got the Power (McEwan's
lager TV ad music, for the ignorant among you) to get the floor
moving. No wonder the Indiana
Jones lookalike on keyboards had
to mop his brow, and wring out his
shirt , his fingers were moving so
fast. He must use Fairy Liquid.
Then a final encore of Un-American Broadcasting (I think) and
more sleazy backing-vocals by the
Big Black Man on guitar accompanied by Indiana Jones. And
that was it, short but sweet, as the
id for Cadbury's Matchsticks
~oes. And no , I wouldn't have
~iven a Castlemaine XX.XX for
mything else.

With classic songs like I
Lo.-e You Like I Lo.-e Dolly
Mixtures, and Isn't The Rain
Like Puppy Dog's Kisses?
and their mastery of the pure
pop tambourine, Fizzy Gosh
and the Girlies have come to
the forefront of the Edinburgh scene.
Formerly Tatu/ah and the
Flathunters,, and briefly known as
Boo Boo and the Shoplifters,
Fizzy Gosh herself is also a
member of Not-At-All-Girty,

Serious-German-Name, TuesdayNight-Anarchists,
who
have
released a couple of singles as
impenetrable as their name. Currently Fizzy is planning a heavy
metal band with a former member
of The Steak 'n' Kidney
Thrashboys , because "We don't
think we've got every market
covered yet. "

Tonight Fiuy and the Girlies
were as sweet and innocent as
ever, playing all three of their
songs five times apiece , culminating in their hit single, Baby, When
You Left Me, Did You have To
Take all The Orange Smarties?
Pure pop Spangaargh . . . (reviewer dragged away screaming).
TheNobend!

Do you feel that the Music Pages need to be improved? Do you
feel that they are lacking something? Do you think that that
something could be YOU? Then come to the meetings on
Wednesday at I.JS pm and put things right.

J.C.
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FILM HOUSE FILM

SOC BED LA MK

Lothian Hoao
2:!82688
ROUND MIDNIGHT
30 April-2 May; 2.15 (not sat),
5.30
/1 must for all you jazz fanatics-·
!his tribute to a veteran jazzman
·s said to be one of the best films
of the year.

THE PASSION OF JOAN OF ARC
OBSESSIONE
The Pleasance
Fri May 1, 6.45, 8.15
Silent film about the trial and
death of Joan of Arc. The second
a powerful drama about a mar·
ried woman falling for a handsome wanderer!

COMING UP ROSES
30 April- 3 May; 2.45, 4.45 (Sat
only) 6.45, 8.45
set in a depressed Welsh valley
- Trevor the redundant projectionist and Mona the ex·
usherette with the help of others
conspire to revive a recentlv
dosed cinema .

PUMPING IRON 11 : THE WOMEN
MARLENE
George Square Theatre
Sun 3rd May, 6.45, 8.45
Female body builders display
their bulging bicepts! Followed
by a Marlene Dietrich film based
on taped interviews and clips
from her films.

:::XPLORERS
2 May; 2 pm
A young .boy's wish becomes
reality when a friend enables him
to travel into space I

WINTER KILLS
DEFENCE OF THE REALM
George Square Theatre
Wed 6th May, 6.45, 8.30
Double bill thrille'r . . . a man
searches for the truth of his
brother's death and a journalist
discovers a conspiracy only to
wish he had left it well alone.

THE YEAltOF.THE BEAVER

J May; 2.30
i:>ocumentary about the controversial Grunwich strike of 1976-77.
LEEDS UNITED
3May; 5.30
Part of several films celebrating
solidarity throughout the world
for the Labour and Trade Union
Movement. Based on the three
week unofficial strike of clothing
workers in Leeds in 1970.
HOLY INNOCENTS
3 May; 8.30(Preview) 6 May; 2.30
A non-complaining peasant family living in hardship and misery
whose only hope is to educate
the youngest of their children
ANIMAL FARM
3May; 3.00
Based on George Orwell's novel
- the revolt against the tyrannical Farmer Jones by his animals
and the seizure of power by the
pigs is parallel to the history o1
20th century totalitarianism .
THE KILLING FLOOR
3-5 May; 6.00, 8.15
Based on a true ~tory of a black
'sharecropper, having escaped
• the poverty of the South,
he becomes involved in the ·
labour movement in Chicago.
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Home Street, Tollcross
228 4141
REPOMAN
SUBWAY
Fri 1May;11. 15pm£2
Yossi was ecstatic about the
first- "it's brilliant! brilliant! bril
liantl brilliant! (what more can I
say?) 1 he second a cult film sel
Metro
beneath
the
Paris
TRADING PLACES
48HOURS
Sat 2nd May; 11 .15 pm £2
The first a comedy starring Dan
Ackroyd . The second a thriller with a deadline
GONE WITH THE WIND
Sun. May 3rd; 1 pm £2
Get hot with Rhett and Scarlett in
the deep wide South.
SHE'S GOTTA HAVE IT
From Fri; 2.15 (not Sun) 4.00 (not ·
Sun) 5.45, 7.30, 9.15
The title really says it all - one
girl has three men as she finds
something attractive in each
one!

ABC/CANNON

Lothian Rd.
JUST BETWEEN FRIENDS
2293030
4-6 May; 2.30 (not Wed), 6.15, STAR TREK IV: THE VOYAGE
8.30
HOME
Fitfully humorous script, how- 2.30, 5.30, 8.30
ever, the end product is a mere Beam into the ABC to savour the
soap - one friend has a affair latest adventurers of the 'Enterwith the other's husband!
prise'.
ART IN CINEMA 3
PERSONAL SERVICES
6 May; 6.45, 8.45
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Realism, Poetry, Abstraction: the Hilarious farce based on Engcine clubs of the 20s and 30s pro- land's most famous madam,.
vided an important forum for the Cynthia Payne, Deals in bad taste
exchange of ideas, funding but does it with charm experimental films and organisOVER THE TOP
ing discussions,.
2.15
Stallone's talents never cease boxing, fighting and now . .
armwrestling, whatever next.
Clerk Street
667 7331
ring for times
PLATOON
On the same lines as ;5alvador'
Newbattle Terrace
447 2660
as Oliver Stone once again
CROCODILE DUNDEE
examines the vietnam saga. Bril 2.15, 5.15, 8.15
liant.
Enjoyable Australian rip up!
TOUGH GUYS
Burt Lancaster and Kirk Douglas THE MOSQUITO COAST
once released from prison show
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
they are unreformed. Funny in
Another great performance from
palil:s but OAPs rule OK.
the man reknowned as Indiana
Jones. This film is refreshingly
THE FOURTH PROTOCOL
different from his others
First rate spy thriller with Michael
Caine cast as the man who has to ROOM WITH A VIEW
prevent a Russian agent from 2.00, 5.00, 8.00
•triggering off ~n atomic bomb at Sunny comedy of manners staran American airbase in Britain.
ring Judy Dench
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DOMINION

Forrest Rd.
225 9873
A ONE MAN SHOW
May 1-2
£2.50, £2 (members)
James Wallace
takes
the
limelight in a self-confessed
" rather modest production".
(That's not the Bedlam as we
know it, surely)
featuring
excerpts from Pinter's 'Family
Voices' and 'Thank you Miss Victoria.'
TOP GIRLS
Tue-Sat 5-9 May; 7.30 pm
£1.50-£2.50
Carol Churchill portrays the
image of women through history
to the present day. With an honest but somewhat biased wit she
shows the female species from its
most successful to its most dispairing and analyses the reasons
behind the myths.
01 FOR ENGLAND
May 6; 1.30 pm
£1.50, £1 (members)
wonderful
Bedlam
Another
Lunchtime and another V'londerful lunch.

L Y C E U M
Grindlay St.
229 9697
THE GLASS MENAGERIE
Mon-sat; 7.45 pm
From £2.50
By Tenessee Williams. A shy
young crippled girl and her
swaggering brother are the victims of their mother's overbearing ambitions. As passions flare
dreams are shattered and the girl
draws herself more and more
away from reality until she
becomes no less fragile than the
glass animals she collects.

2 Leven St.
229 1201
PRINCESS !DA
Till Sat; 7.30 pm, Sat; Mat 2.30
£1.50-£4.50
Edinburgh Gilbert and Sullivan
Society in a typically brilliant
light, comic opera, with numerous lovesick wenches, dashing young tenors and the obligatory chorus who lre bound to turn
up at all the wrong moments.
THE RIVALS
Mon May 4-Sat May 9; 7 .30 pm
£5.50-£6.50 (students £1 off)
Richard
Brinsley Sheridan's
comic masterpiece featuring the
famous Mrs Malaprop and an all
star "yes folks!" cast.

NETHERBOW

C>DEON

43 High St.
MACBETH
Till Sat May 3; 7.30 pm
One of old Bill's best; I'm sure he
feels secure in the knowledge
that 'Student' loves him. Poor old
Macbeth, plagued by witches
and apparitions, lost in a tragedy
of doom . . . degree exams looming no doubt.

On production of matriculation
forman ce up to 6 pm for£1 .50
are non-smoking.

QUEENS HALL
668 .2117
POETRY LIVE
Wed May 6; 7.30 pm
£1.50/£3
The charms of verse arrive at the
Queen's Hall in the celebration of
Scottish Poetry. This feature
includes
work
from
Irina
Ratushinskaya, Carol Rumens
and Gav.in Ewart.
COMING SOON
Edinburgh University Savoy
Opera presents 'The Yeoman of
the Guard' at the Royal Lyceum,
May 18-23, tickets £3-£5.

EXHIBS
ASSEMBLY
ROOMS
George St.
CRAFT FAIR
Sat May; 10-4 pm
Entrance 35p
Sample
over
70
different
craftsmen 's wares who have
· been selected for their origihality
and quality.

0 PEN E Y E
GA LL E R Y
79 Cumberland St.
557 1020
Mon-Fri ; 10-6, Sat; 10-4
JOHN B. SUTTER/DOUGLAS
DAVIES

F I N E

s

0
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ART

E T Y

106 Hanover St.
225 2405
Mon-Fri; 10.30-5.30, Sat; 10-1 pm
STILL LIFE AND FLOWERS
Or better still (not a joke), the real
thing in the Meadows.

NATIONAL
LIBRARY
George IV Bridge
2264531
Mon-Fri, 9.30-5; sat 9.30-1; Sun
2-5
THE ART OF ILLUSTRATION ;
BANK'S FLORILEGIUM
Remarkable collection of prints
taken from botanical studies during Captain Cook's voyages of
exploration
wh ich
display
interesting 18th century printing
techniques.

R
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SCOTTISH
ACADEMY
Mound 225 6671
Mon-Sat; 10 am-7 pm. Sun ; 2-5
ANNUAL EXHIBITION
In its 161 st year the Academy
takes on a variety of concepts in
painting, sculpture and architecture.

c

I T Y ART
T R E

c E N

2 Market St.
Mon-Sat; 10-5 pm
The works of the ·talented cartoonist Bill Tidy, whose drawings
have appeared in 'Punch', 'Private Eye' and the 'Daily Mirror'
provide an interesting change
from the plethora of watercolours invading most of todays
galleries.

PRINTMAKERS
WORKSHOP
23 Union St.
557 2479
Mon-Sat 10-5.30
MARCUS REES ROBERTS
Selections from four sets of
recent etchinas.

R I C H A R D
D E MARCO
-ART COMPETITION : GARDEN
OF EDEN
4-BM11y
Hand in now to the gallery or
forever hold thy piece.

DOMINI

Students pay~ .50 for all perl
The only excepti on is the late
on ly non-smokin g part oftheb
shut on Sundays.

FILM HO

Matinees cost 75p; early even
£1 .50. These tickets are only av
mance starts. No concessions
you can book th ese in advanc
cinemas.
Members get in free to all pe
can be pu rchased in advance
week and from the Postgrad
Place, at the weekend. Membe

BE DLA
All tickets for lunchtime produ
your con sumption . Membersh
allows reducti ons on all ticke
are held every Monday at 6
interested in any aspect of Be

TRAVER
Exclusive offer this year for
which allows many benefits.
Sunday performance; £2foras
before pe rformance; free entry
theatre clubs in Britain.

LVCEU.

They offer a plastic card coSll
two tickets at concessional'/
mance). Check at box officefOI

ESCA ..

Edinburg h Student Charities
(225 4061). Pop into our offic
1 to 2 pm on Tuesday for an 1

SNC>

.1

Students are welcomed inU
Orchestra concerts at theF 'di
available from 7 pm each ri

CAME~. e

Afternoon shows cost£ ·
pm) are £2.70.

UNIVENTS
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1. M U S I C
RAG
WED 29th April

WEEK

Rag Raids, the traditional pilgrimage to other major towns.
FRI 1st May
Slave Auction, Chambers Street
Union, 9.30 pm ; Happy Hour 8-9
pm; Auction at 9.30 pm.
SAT 2nd May
Trampoline display and bands in
the morning at Princes Street Gardens.
Floats Procession at 2.30 pm, leaving from Regent Road-colourful

THUR30APR

'87

decor and tancy dress, ,ponies,
bands and many others.
Full Can Dance- best night of the
year: full can free entry - disco
bands and late bar; £2 without full
can.
SUN 3rd May
Pearl
Assurance
Half
The
Marathon and Fun Run, 9.30 am.
Details and entry forms from
ESCA offices, 19 Guthrie Street,
Edinburgh.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

THUR30APR SAT 2 MAY
THE BALFOUR AND MANSON
DEBATE
Teviot Debating Hall
7.30 pm
'This House would rather have a
fair press than a free press'.
EU MUSICAL SOCIETY AGM
Chapla incy Centre
5.30 pm

ows (Sunday-Friday) cost
30 minutes before perforor main eve ning films but
.30. Non-smoking in both

ces. Guest t ickets (£1.25)
Un ion Sh op during the
ts' Union, 24 Buccleuch
on sale at all shows.
include soup and bread for
he Bed lam is £2.00, which
lam Committee meetings
in the theatre. Anyone
always we lcome.

KB LUNCHTIME TALK
Sixth Level Common room
1.10pm
Mr Douglas Dunn reads a selection of his poetry.
ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY
Ground Floor Lecture Room of
the Archaeology Department,
George Square.
" Recent developments in cycladic Archaeology."
THE SCHUMACHER SOCIETY
The Highland Room , Pleasance
" Agriculture from an International Perspective ".

rshi p: £4 for four years,
nclude a free ticket to any
tstandbyticket 10 minutes
verse Bar and many other

EDINBURGH BISEXUAL GROUP
Lesbian & Gay Centre, 60
Broughton St.
7 .30-9.30 pm
" Self Image".

which allows you to claim
£1 off cost of any perforils.

EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Cheviot Room, Pleasance
7.30 pm
" Green Politics" .

are in 17/19 Guthrie.Street
ime or come down around
lunchtime gathering .

FRI 1 MAY
CHAMBERS STREET
Happy Hour 5-7 pm ; Free Juke
Box; and its open to 11 pm. What
more could anyone want?
TEVIOT UNION
2am
Happy Hour 9-10 pm
RACE TO PARIS
The Travel Centre offers 20%
discountto hitchers on their return
home. Ask for details.

SAT 2 MAY
CHAMBERS STREET
Happy Hour 7.30-8.30 pm; 2
bars ; dis~o; free jukebox, open
till 11 pm

ur false teeth in the tagliatelle.

WOMEN 'S DAY
Societies Centre, the Pleasance
10.30 am-4 pm

PRINCESS IDA
King's Theatre, Leven Street
7.30 pm
Presented by the Gilbert and Sullivan Society of Edinburgh. Extra
dates Friday and Saturday.

sea
Queen's Hall, Clerk Street
7.45pm
With the Scottish Philharmonic
Singers. Conducted by James
Conlon.
CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT
St Cecilia's Hall, Cowgate
7.30 pm
EU students in a programme of
music for small ensembles. Even
if yours are normal-sized, go
along. Tickets at door.

SUN 3 MAY
SPORTS DAY AT PEFFERMILL
PLAYING FIELDS
12 pm-6pm
Sports include rugby, football,
hockev and others. But more
importantly there is a bar all
day.
UNIVERSITY SERVICE
St. Giles, the High Kirk of Edinburgh
Preacher: Canon Paul Oestreicher.
METH SOC
Nicolson
Square
Church
6.30 pm

Methodist

MON4MAY
MONDAY - a corruption of the
ancient Norwegian - NON DAY
- - a day in which nothing
occurs at Edinburgh University.
So put your feet up, watch
"Neighbours" or go to the pub.
There's sod-all going on.

TU ESMAY
QUESTION TIME
Teviot Balcony Room
7.30 pm
With four SOP PPC's.
AGRICULTURAL SOC
Agric. Building KB
7.30pm ; £1.50
' UPROAR IN THE HOUSE'.

wED 6 M Ay
..:..:=--.=.--==-----'=-------LAGS
Cheviot Room, The Pl easance
8pm
Student Counselling
MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
Caesarea; the barriers broken

DRIVING SIDEWAYS
Top o' the Walk, St James Centre
9pm
Blues, boogie and jazz.
SPIRITS OF RHYTHM
Basin St, Haymarket Terrace
Evening
Upstairs in riverboat bar, trad jazz.
ZODIAC MINOWARP AND THE
LOVE REACTION
Coasters
Sex-drenched mutant rock 'n' roll,
for sex-starved mutants presuamably. With The Batfish Boys.
HUNGRY YEARS
Preservation Hall
9pm
BILLY JONES
lord Darnley
9pm
Free
EASY PICKi NS
The Canny Man's
8.30pm
Free
AMMO
Clowns
9pm
Free

FRI 1 MAY
ROADRUNNER
Preservation Hall
£1 after 9.30 pm
Blues-influenced band (aren't they
all?) from Alloa .
NORTHSEAGAS
Platform 1
Free

JULIAN COPE
Queen's Hall
7.30pm
Tickets £5 from Virgin Records
and Ripping Records.

GO FERRIT
Preservation Hall
£1 after 9.30 pm
Blues/Rock

SUN 3 MAY
PETUR JONASSON
Queen's Hall
1pm
Young Icelandic guitarist- play- .
ing works by1 Torrege, Ponce
and
internationally
famous
Hallgrimsson. Tickets £1 .50 (concession).
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
£1 after9 pm

MON4MAY
INDIAI~ SUMMER
Preservation Hall
Beginning of a regular Monday
Night in the Presie .

TUE SMAY
NAPIER COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
Queen 's Hall
7.45pm
Zoe Bolan on piano. Conducted
by Neil Butterworth. Tickets £1
from Ticket Centre.
DRIVING SIDEWAYS
Preservation Hall
Free
CHIAROSCURO
Reid Concert hall
8pm
Light and shade. EU students
present a programme which
includes a Bach Cantata, two
Brahams Songs for alto, viola
and piano and a theatrical piece
for seven wind instruments by
Max Richter. With Pier Adams, a
professional recorder player. An
exciting evening of Baroque and
20th century music.

WED 6 MAY
CHARLIE MCNAIR'S JAZ~AND
Preservation Hall
As if you needed to be told ....

WHAT'S ON STAFF LIST

SAT2MAY
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Platform 1
Free

ALM
THEATRE
EXHIBS
UNIVENTS
MUSIC

Jo Lurie
Fran Hughes
Fran Hughes
Ralph Hasselgren
Linda Kerr

GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30 pm. Bring
your own records.

FRIDAY NIGHT ... SATURDAY
MORNING
Poptterrow
NB : PLEASE COULD ALL
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30 pm
SOCIETIES NOTE THAT INFO
FOR "WHATS ON" MUST BE
HANDED INTO " STUDENT" OR
EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Meet 9.30 am outside Grant POSTED IN THE RED BOXES BY
House, Pollock. Help with the THE MONDAY BEFORE THE
ISStJE IN WHICH IT IS TO
float for the procession.
APPEAR - THANKS!

70LD FISHMARKETCLOSE
EDINBIJRGH

TEL: OJ/-125 5418
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"Quirky, Witty, Evocative"
ARTS
THE UNPAINTED
LANDSCAPE
Gallery of Modern Art;
until 17th May
The major Scottish Arts Council touring exhibition , "The
Unpainted Landscape" , will be in
Edinburgh until the middle of
May . It comprises the work of 15
leading artists from Britain and
abroad who were 'invited by the
Council to make new works
inspired by the Scottish landscape, and is intended to bring to
the attention of a wider public the
differing procedures of artists who
work with the landscape. The
exhibition title reflects the
response of these artists to the
subject: the thing they do least of
all is to paint or to draw the assembled scene before them.
The startling divergence of the
works in the exhibition , which
includes word paintings, photographs and various constructions
made from elements of the landscape itself, testifies to the
ingenuity and imagination with
which the artists have tackled

CHARLES RENNIE
MACKINTOSH
City Art Centre; until 2nd May
This exhibition is not only
celebrating Macintosh's principal
work , but in form and content
echoes it i.e. concise and
minimalist. Concise; because
there is a cross-section of his
greatest achievements on display .
Minimalist; because it gets
straight to the point , there are no
excessively patronising write-ups;
only a few boards consisting of
item , description and photographic representation . There are
a few examples of his furniture
design ; chairs , a couch, two
tables, a cabinet and lamps ; all
housed in a room with subdued
lighting. These pieces all had a
function, all being designed, and
some used , as parts of his "total
ddign" in tearooms and houses.
Architectural designs, plans and
models festoon the length of one
wall for " An Art Lover's House",
a design for a competition - as
was much of his work , and as was
another common factor- unexecuied.
Macintosh wanted !<? make

their commission. The resultant
collection is a motley affair, containing exhibits which are variously quirky, witty , evocative ,
abstruse, realistic and abstract, in
different combinations. They
include the most basic unadorned
artefacts on the one hand and
highly complex photographs o n
the other. Several of the artists
deal in the symbolism and significance of the "found object" in its
setting, an approach to landscape
along the liens of Paul Nash's
ideas. Other strong themes which
link this diverse group of works
include a concern with ecology, an
awareness of the need to protect
the landscape from the disastrous
effects of human exploitation of
it. Many artists celebrate the continuity and equilibrium of nature ,
its beauty or its more awesome
aspects.
Notable works include Linda
Taylor's " Pine", comprising 64
hand-made sheets of paper , which
contain a drawing .of a Scots pine
in their watermark , set in a large·
pine box and lit from behind. As
sunlight gives life to the tree
through photosynthesis so the
image of this tree is made apparent through light , whilst the gridlike structure of the sheets may be
seen as a metaphor for the city.
"designs by living men for living
men ", a national style for the
modern age independent of the
classical heritage which was at
that time so popular with the Victorians . His main priority was
functionalism ; digesting and
understanding the art and the use
of space and interior by the
Japanese . This led him to produce
his stylised pieces of simple form ,
combined with a direct use of
material and bold colour , concentrating upon light and shade
rather than pattern and ornament.
He trained as an architect in a
Glasgow firm and studied at evening classes in the Glasgow School
of Art , 12 years later in 1896 he
won the competition to design the
new school, a project which took
ten years to complete , dealing
with both interior and exterior.
Other projects followed : the
Glasgow Tearoom became something of a social phenomenon in
the 1880s and enabled Macintosh
to bring his work to a wider public. He formed a 20-year
partnerhsip with Mrs Cranston
and designed many such places for
her, the most famous today probably being the Willow Tearooms'
in Sauchiehall Street, 1903.
The majority of 'Maclnotsh 's
work lies between 1896 and 1906,
also including the commissioned
designs for large private houses.
Sadly, Macintosh continuously
received hostile criticism from his
native city, whilst abroad his work
and style was quickly appreciated
and he received great acclaim ,
particularly in Germany and
Austria. He died in relative
obscurity, like most great artists ,
his worth realised too late to enable him to taste widespread success.
Alison Brown

SCO/OLIVER KNUSSEN
Queen's Hall ; Sat 26th April
The mixture of works in this
concert was one of the most
unusual I have heard ; the middle
of the concert consisted of four
20th-century songs for mezzosoprano (Linda Hirst) and
chamber ensemble , with a recent
work for chamber orchestra by
Judith Weir, and these were
or possibly
balanced by sandwiched between two
Mozart piano concertos , nos. 18

Deer Scats, Deer Bones, Pine Cones, Pine Bones by Chris Drury.
" Pine" is a homage and a farewell
to a beautiful species expressed in
the medium largely responsible
for its decline.
Chris Drury's "Deer Scats,

Deer Bones, Pine Cones, Pine
Bones", where the title indicates
the media used to create four
spheres laid out in order of
decreasing size , is a very powerful

BILL TIDY

~is work his deft ability of taking
everyday life and , no matter how
miserable , transforming it into the
hysterical , is in evidence. His
wacky imagination finds no limits.
Who else would send a Polar bear

City Art Gallery; until 14th May
An exhibition containing many
examples of the work of the
beautifully twisted and cynical

visual and tactile work. While it
expresses the artist's ecological
awareness it also expresses a
deeper concern with the ancient
and natural order of things
Nature is a self-sufficient system·
humankind ,
alienated
fro~
nature by our self-consciousness
~nM.
'
Particularly stunning are the
photographs of Thomas Joshua
Cooper and Hamish Fulton.
Joshua Cooper chooses to photograph places which are striking
enough on their own , due to their
desolate grandeur, and imbues
them with a mythical quality and a
sense of great antiquity. Hamish
Fulton commemorates his almost
across
the
ritual
journey
Cairngorms ,.between the solstice
sunrise and the full moon
through a text and mounted
photograph. The result has an
almost monume ntal feel about it.
The exhibition comprises of
many other startling and original
exhibits too numerous to mention
here and is exciting viewing well
worth the trek up to Belford
Road . However, there were a few
inconsistencies about the show.
For example , Bernard Cassus
seemed to have submitted his
holiday snaps of Alaska by mistake!
Assunta Del Priore

CLASSICAL
KONTRA QUARTET
Danish Cultural Institute;
26th April

It has taken Danish music a
long ume to gain the recognition
which it deserves. Now, thanks to
the advocacy of the convinced
few , Carl Nielsen is regarded as
The Fosdyke Sa9a
one of the great composers, particularly with regard to his six
mind of Bill Tidy , who brought to enquire about the safety of the
symphonies. This recital, given by
"The Fosdyke Saga" an everyday iceberg after the sinking of the Denmark's foremost string quarstory of tripe, "The Last Chip Titanic , or remark of a baby born
tet , gave us a brief but deeply
Shop in England", "The Great into an industrial smoke-filled
satisfying insight into his lesser
Ackroyd Disaster", a latter-day town , " It'll look quite nice when
known output of chamber music.
Rake's Progress and other such its been dusted"? Altogether this
The F-minor quartet is an early
gems to our ne)Nspapers and our is an excellent exhibition showing work dating from the period of
the l;t symphony . In a committed
performance, the Kontra Quartet
produced a rich full tone to smt
the works' later Romantic
sonarities very reminiscent of
Brahms. The performance proved
to be as impassioned as the nature
of the work .
One of the less positive as~ects
of the revival of interest in Neilsen
is that it has tended to obscure aB
other D anish composers . nus
recital remedied this deficiency b~
including the D-major quartet of
Neils Gade. The performance~
his Echos of Ossian at this year 5
Festival may have led us to behe~e
Oi.1r1'1/:J.rtlitkdcfl/11s. I //uni. ht:.htltild5"'Rl-"1rln,5t/'f'l't CcHif'r
l'UHOI C' ff!IMLAIO'l"tA
that his obscurity was deserve ·
On the evidence of this quartelt,
however Gade was an extreme Yf
'
I o
hearts. The exhibition shows many aspects of the work of an able composer,
at . teas rfor·
extracts from all of his cartoon artist-comedian and if it is laugh- chamber works. This pe kof
series as well as his one-off single ter you want, or you're just • mance revealed his to be a wo~ ps
cartoons.
homesick for tripe or the North , more than urbane charm; per aof
Each series of extracts have then I advise you to go , just as to be expected from a follower d
been chosen so as to help explain long as you don't suffer from a Mendelssohn with its tensions an
the essence of the longer-standing weak heart.
drama stressed.
. M()O(lie
Cohn
strips , if that's possible. In all of
Robbie Carswell
J I slf she
has managed this fau I es. h' the
and 19, with Mitusko Uchida as play of power.
The texture in "Isle Mirant " plays" the orchestra wit be
pianist-director.
I thats
rto
The two Stravinsky songs used Stella", a work by Judith Weir same degree of contro
.
In conce
Linda Hirst's voice to good advan- based on the appearance of Hal- has over the piano.
·ff ult of
tage ; it is powerful and yet lyrical , ley's Comet in the Bayeux Tapes- no . 18 in Bb, that most di ic Jay·
and therefore expressed the try, was not at fault. In fact it was achievements, good umsond~ind
philosophical nature of"Elegy for the most important and interest- ing, was reached. T~e w~~ their
JFK" and the freer passages of ing feature of the piece, which brought new meaning therne
"Pribaoutki" well , with a little seems to lack form but have ample short , simple solos, and the as riC~
of the second movemente~tirnen·
inexactness in the more rhythmic descriptiveness .
parts. In the Knussen songs there
The art of playing Mozart is to and full without being s delight·
were some - all too rare make something that is in fact ta!. And n o. 19 in F was 0 ot toO
atmospheric and beautifully tex- fiendishly difficult appear chil- fully lighthearted but perfect
tured or mellow passages , the rest dishly easy without letting it ' olly with pure, clear ~
Katie Al
of the· works consisting of-a dis:- - 11ppear chi:ldish~ Mitttsko- Uchida - ton~
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THE GLASS MENAGERIE
Royal Lyceum; until 16th May
The Royal Lyceum Theatre
Company have chosen Tennessee
Williams' "The Glass Menagerie"
with which to round off their
Spring Season. " Menagerie" is a
much less satisfying work than
Williams' later and more mature
"A Streetcar Named Desire",
with which the company enjoyed
such
success
last
year.
"Menagerie" fails to have the
devastating effect of "Streetcar",
but this is due to the limitations of
the work rather than the quality of
the production. It is a play which
relies more on atmosphere than
plot and which, ultimately, seems
to go nowhere . On the other hand

NOT ABOUT HEROES
King's Theatre; 23-25 April
" Not About Heroes" is a play
about the relationship between
two great poets , Wilfred Owen
and Siegfried Sassoon. Owen
spent a year in France. before he
was sent to Craiglockhart War
Hospital in Edinburgh , suffering
from shell shock. There he met
Sassoon. Siegfried Sassoon was
interned there after writing a controversial letter to The Times.
That famous letter stated his opinion that the aims of the war had
changed from a war of defence to
a war of attack , that men's lives
were being wasted for the sole
purpose of smashing Germany.
This was enough to get this perfectly healthy and courageous

it coul~ be argued that this limita-

booo~• '""'""'

managing to drift along until

Mo<h"

M<h

never do get ~ywhe.re .
.
The play 1s heavily autob1ographical, .centring. around a genteel . yet. 1~po~enshed Southern
family hvmg m S~ Louis. The
mother 1s a neurotic tyrant who
tnes to control the every actmn of
her two children, Tom and Laura .
Tom is a frustrate.ct writer , stuck in
a dead-end JOb m a warehouse,
who goes to endless movies to
escape both mother and work . His
sister Laura , played by Emma
Dingwall , is a dreamy cripple who
finds her escape by playing wit~
her glass menagerie of omamental animals , with a mind that
appears to be no less frail than her
body. What all the family share is
that they are all outsiders, all in
some way fundamentally cut off
from the world and each other.
However, they are all somehow

finding a husband for Laura . The
mother is well played by Ann
Scott Jones with a convincing
portrayal of' the faded Southern
belle smothering her offspring
with a love that is in fact destroying them. Ann Jones did well to
catch the tension between the
overtly comic nature of the role
and its underlyi ng tragedy · 1
Andrew Price was slightly less
successful in the pivotal role of
Tom, failing to communicate the
internal tensions inherent in the
character.
Eventually Tom accedes to hi
mother's requests and brings
home an all-American regular
guy, Jim O 'Connor, played with
vigour by Stuart Price. In the
event Laura and Jim relate to
each ~ther surprisingly well , with
Jim showing some real concern
for Laura's welfare and Laura

man interned in Craiglockhart in a
hospital for the mentally disturbed.
Sassoon had at this stage
already sufficient literary reputation as a poet and a soldier for him
to be a severe political embarrassment; Owen on the other hand
had been labelled a coward by his
colonel and was completely
unknown as a poet.
Paul Shelley and Michael
McGrath were brilliant in
expounding the main themes of
this play: the influence of the
urbane established Sassoon on the
timid but fiery Owen. Also , the
dilemma of the war: Sassoon wondering if his outspoken pacifist
views were a subconscious
attempt to avoid fighting-and in
the end needing to go back to

France. Owen , always wondering
if he was a coward, feeling that he
did not have the right to talk about
the pity of war if he could not face
the terror of war. The dilemma for
both of having only the sphere of
war in which to prove yourself to
yourself, but at the same time
abhorring the carnage and filth of
the unavoidable path.
There will probably never be
another idealistic and innocent
war poet such as Rupert Brookes
with his " Glory" and "Honour",
because poets like Sassoon and
Owen made a mockery of that
naivity. Their poems reveal the
Armistice Day farces at the
Cenotaph for what they are attempts to justify the deaths
rather than remember the dead .
Fly Freeman
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Laura's brittle fantasy world.
even managing to forgive his manage to escape the brittle fanbreaking of her most prized _pos- tasy world of glass for the real
session: a tiny gla s unicorn . This I world of other people, and the
centrai scene was finely handled subs~quent dashing of those
by both actors. Emma Dingwall's hopes, conveying real pathos
sCott
Styles
portrayal of the brief moment
when it looks as if Laura .m a
Smith and Sharpe the Mafioso_M_U_G_S_H_O_T_______ type villain , all contribute to the
Theatre Workshop ; 27th April
atmosphere of mystery .
Thus
Somewhere in the somewhat the action continues with a whiff
murkier depths of Glasgow, pri- of suspense and a touch of
vate eye Mike " Malay" Marlow i " takioso" a we encounter the
waging a never-ending war various victims such as a Lolitaagainst crime in a classic tale of like showgirl.
murder, mystery and suspense.
Robson has indulged in the
Stereotyped? Perhaps , but it intricate and the ridiculous, proworks.
ducing a brilliant, scintillating
Directed by Robert Robson , effect. What the play lacks in
" Mugshot" is the standard shady depth of plot it makes up for in the
Hollywood detective saga but set precision of its timing . Gangst~r
in Glasgow not Frisco. There is pectacle or Chandleresque thnlmuch cigarette lighting and lurk- ler , this production by the Cu~
ing in the dark to the accompani- bernauld Theatre Company 1s
ment of a jazz score which incor- pure entertainment. Don't miss
porates such haunting tunes as the the next production , "Checking
theme from "Coronation Street". Out'', which will be in Edinburgh
Likewise many of the characters, in the coming autumn.
The Man in Gray , the elusive Mrs
Mona Arain
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The competitors are on Go, the dice are ready to
roll. Can you play the Great EUSA Election
Game? Entry forms from the Association Offices,
Union Shops, Union Houses and
Societies Centre.
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Napalm in the morning
l :Jlflii·l·J~[
ODEON
Dir: Oliver Stone
Platoon is about the Vietnam
war. Yes, I know we've had films
about Vietnam berore, but none of
them have depicted the awfnln"'-•the pain(ul irony, and ti
horror of it as simply and as rorcerully as this. Apocalypse Now
came close, but it was more concerned with its "Heart or Darkness" origins. With no complex
plot or pretensions, Platoon
attempts to show the war as it was
ror the ordinary America GI, a
brutal film which nails the viewer
to his seat and assaults his sensibility.
Chris Taylor is a n-n-n-nineteen-year-old middle-class college
kid who volunteers for Vietnam in
1967, and has his illusions of patriotism shattered.
He's no
Rambo , suffering badly from
insect bites and exhaustion. He's
scared stiff by the first experience
of combat but gets little sympathy
from his comrades. The platoon
patrol in harsh conditions with little sleep, in constant fear of the

Charlie Sheen in the superb Platoon

Dir: Leonard 'big ears' Nimoy
Space. The Final Frontier.
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise, its live year mission to explore strange new worlds
.•. to seek out new life and new
civilization • • . to boldly split
infinitives that no man has split
before. Dee DEE, da dag dag dag

daahh.

I

Except that at the end of Star
Trek Ill The Search for Spock, the
Enterprise did the big firework , so
Kirk, Spock , McCoy and Unclo
Tom Cobley an all are returning
to Earth in a captured Klingon
vessel. Unfortunately they find
the planet being ravaged by a
huge alien space probe, fetchingly
designed to simulate a 100,000
mile long liquorice stick. Spock
analyses its signals, and it is found
to be trying to communicate not
with Man but with humpback
whales . Gasp. Sadly, Mankind ·
hunted the species to extinction
back in the 21st Century (yes you
do spot a moral here!) , so our
brave heroes must go back in time
to 1986 and beam a pair of whales
on board and bring them back to
the future to tell the aliens that
every thing is fine and can they
please stop destroying the Earth .
Return to present day San
Francisco, they meet up (naturally) with a dewy-eyed blonde
cetacian marine biologist. Spock,
who wers a Giorgio Arrnani
designer bath robe and white bandana to cover the pointy bits at the
top of his ears throughout, draws
himself up and says ". . . but to
hunt a species to extinction is
illogical." Kirk, who wears toupee
and beer-gut throughout, takes
her out to dinner and the day is
predictably saved.
The whole thing is tremendous
fun, lacking the pomposity of the
previous Star Trek movies. · The
moment when Mr Spock, having
relboved his bath-robe to reveal a
lovely one-piece swimming costume, dives into the water and
perfonns a Vulcan mind-meld
with a eregnant huf11p-back whale
called Gracie, will live on in in
film history,. Ecological points are
made too, so rush out and join
Greenpeace, all of you.

Shels Gotta
Hav0It

CAMEO

Dir: Spike Lee
"Pl~ baby please baby baby
baby please!" So cries Mars
Blackmon, diminuitive rap poet,
cyclist, baseball boot freak, and
lover of Nola darling, 'she' of the
title. His please are echoed by
Jamie Overstreet, quiet, sensitive
chap and lover of Nola Darling.
Greer Childs, male model, bodybuilder, narcissist and lover of
Nola Darling ls too busy admiring
himself, and besides, is far too cool
to plead. Opal, pleads too, but she
isn't Nola Darling's lover. She just
wants to be.

Give it tome
So there you have it, a love pentagle . Or rather, there you don't
have it, although you should.
Nola Darling, you see, just wants
to have fun, and is quite contet to
take something from all three
guys (though Opal is a little
much), loving them all in different, but equally important ways.
It's the men that can't handle it;
they're too uptight to see that the
situatin is cool. But then, men are
pricks. ·
Made for the absurdly low

ruthless but elusive Viet Conj!,,
with the intensity and oppressiveness of the jungle overshadowing
the whole proceedings.
The plot centres upon the feud
between Taylor's two platoon
sergeants, Elias and Barnes. Frustrated by the torture and killing of
twn 0f their soldiers , the platoon
·s a small village in pursuit of
the enemy. In Vietnam the civilian population was often suspected of harbouring Viet Cong,
and Barnes sees no wrong in killing civilians to obtain information. Elias cannot accept this and
a fight breaks out. The conflict
eventually claims the lives of both
roen , army discipline degenerating into crude jungle law and the
primitive instinct to survive.
Platoon is hardly an advert for
an all-American wholesomeness
of the US Army , and critics called
it an insult to those who fought
there. Discipline is chaotic, drug
use is rife, civilians are killed and
raped. The Gis are, however ,
treated with sympathy , and the
point is made that many of them
are the poor and rejected of
American
society, ironically
doing the dirty work for democ-

racy and freedom . They are u d
h h . I
n er
sue . P. y~1ca_ and mental strain
that d1stmct1ons between righ
and wrong become blurred
t
Written and directed by
Stone , h'1mseIf a Y-1etnam vet, Plaiver
toon recently won four Oscars
an.o ther irony _smce Hollywood
reiected the scnpt ten years ago
too harsh , and left its finance toas
small British company. Produc~
lions costs we re a measly $5.Sm
compared to $250m estimated
takmgs ._ The con_troversy it has
caused m the US 1s evidence that
the_ ghost of Vietnam is as potent
as It ever was . Many say Platoon
crucially influenced the House of
Representatives in its recent vote
against giving the Nicaraguan
Contras more aid. Vietnam was
the first time the most powerful
nation on earth found itself
un able to defeat an enemy
despite deploying 500,000 me~
and dropping more bombs than
fell on Germany and Japan in the
whole of WW2 . It was, to use a
cliche , the end of the dream and
the beginning of doubt.

COMING UP ROSES

THE FOURTH

FILMHOUSE
Dir: Stephen B agly

oi·

Angus Brown

PROTOCOL

The election of Coming Up OD EON
Roses to be screened at the Cannes
Dir: John Mackenzie
Festival is a mark of the increasingly high standard of Welsh
Cinema.
·
The Fourth Protocol is remarkHowever , though the film is full of ably similar to every other Cold
charming and subtle humour, it War film ever made. Taken from
lacks pace and purpose, and in the Fredrick Forsyth's book, it is the
end the humour and romance is usual combination of nuclear
not enough to make the conclu- weapons and dastardly Russians
sion really uplifting.
with thick American accents.
Michael Caine (who is obviMuch of the
humour, too , is black, and the ously in this film for a bet) plays
demise of the central characters is ace-spy John Preston. Hejs left to
perhaps a true and rather depres- tackle the Ruskies single-handed
sing reflection of redundancy and when his MI5 bosses let him
its psychological effects. It is, down . Pierce Brosman, every
perhaps , the graffiti on the cinema . inch Remington Steele, is the
wall that reads; "This town is offi- arch-baddie who is trying to
~ially dead" that leaves the most
assemble and detonate an atom
lasting memory .
bomb on an American airbase.
He hopes the backlash of anti·
Tom Bradby American feeling will weaken
NATO , leaving the West o~en to
attack . Predictably, Michael
Caine , wjth a little help from the
SAS; saves the world from certam
disaster .

budget of $150,000 (Blues
Brothers cost $33 million) and
shot in an even more absurd ten
days , She's Gotta Have It is a
triumph of independent movie
making. The director , Spike Lee ,
also writes ,. edits , produces (credited as Shelto J . Lee , his real
name), and manages to steal his
own show with a glorious performance as Mars Blackmon. The
whole thing is agreeably anarchic;
Blackmon first appears hurtling
down a feroci9us hill on his tenspeed, and proceeds to hurtle into
the camera crew. Characters talk
straight to camera , a technique
that can be disastrous , (viz The
Ritz on TV at the moment) , but
here is done so unselfconsciously
that the effect is charming.
Tracy Camila Johns plays Nola
straight , copi ng bemusedly wit
these jerks running round her like
ABC
headless chickens, and all perform well. There are two superb
Dir: Jeff Kanen
scenes in particular, one in which
There is a very fine dividing line
all three men arrive at Nola's for
between a film like Tough Guys
Thanksgiving and jockey unmerand say Conan the Barbarian.
cifully in a pathetic effort to
Kirk Douglas and Burt Lancaster
impress. In the other, Greer and
play two "tough" guys - Archie
Nola are about to get to it, and we
Long and Harry Doyle - just
a re treated to a decade-long shot ·released from prison after serving
J i Greer undressing, religiously
30 years for robbing a train.
folding even his socks, while the
Having not learnt their lesson
entirely naked Nola looks on in
in the last 30 years, after a series of
morbid fascination and not a little
" tough" exploits-such as hijackweariness. It is incredibly refreshing an armoured truck on the spur
ing to find a film-maker with the
of the monent - they decide to
confidence to treat sexuality in an
try hijacking the same train ae;ain .
unembarrassed , affectionate way.
Tough Guys verges on the
This is not a dirty movie. It deals
with ordinary people doing ordi- realms of fantasy . The pacing is
nary things to each other , and terrible , there is no build-up to
smiles along with the idiotic things predictable " climax", no real plot
things just happen . The
that people say and do before, believability of the film is thereduring and after.
She's Gotta Have It describes . fore not one of its strong points,
itself as a seriously sexy comedy, but then-J-fottnd-no strong points.
The combination of a lack of
and so it is. As a slice of black New
York, as a slice of fun-poking sex- plot, mediocre acting and run-ofual bandinage, and as a slice oflife the-mill humour made this film a
tedious cli.ore to watch.
it is perfect.
Yoai
Kamal Muran!

Edinburgh-born director John
Mackenzie whose past credits
include The Long Good p,,day
and The Honorar'J' Consul, ~~~
come up with an offenng ID .
same vein as Who Dares Wms.
· Edin·
Interviewed recently _in . ble
burgh be explained the inevita.
'
·
slaUon
loss that occurs m the tran dd'e
1
from page to screen. ."fre. the
obviously didn't have a ftlm ID te
front of his mind when he wrootbe book because it is very convof
luted . The essence of this .t~nd
film is to keep the pace going
not to bore the customer·"

ol is
While The Fourth Proto~ting.
not boring, it is far from ex_ci r·
There. are standard B-m 0 ~~~~~
formances from the
(;aine
actors, Michael hard:mand cont·
being particularly turgid .30 what is
rived . However, to befairf mind·
potentially two hours ~ast reJa·
numbing boredom 1_s at
pon't
tively bland entertrunm:n;~01oco/
go and see The Four/
old
3
unless your twelve Y". rtiU it
brother ·makes you, wait

1

comes out on TV. Adrillll ~

Not a load of rubbish
He is normally seen waving
from the cockpit of a Boeing 747
or beaming at the camera whilst
speeding across the Atlantic. He
was recently vqted scruffiest businessman of the year, his latest stunt
was climbing the tallest tree in
London and his ever present smile
has been recorded for posterity as
resembling Shergar as he passes
the winning post. Who could this
man of so diverse talents be? The
big man of Virgin, Richard Branson, was in Edinburgh on Friday
to launch the opening of UK 2,000
Scotland.

L.ast Friday, Richard Branson launched the Scottish branch of UK2000, a refreshingly end.
ddTerent scheme for the unemployed. Caroline Plaistow looks at the aims of the scheme
The launch itself was impresand its current successes.
sive - both the various voluntary
organisations represented and
Richard Branson came across as
being genuinely very committed
to
the
project.
In
the
first eight months of the campaign
in England 200 projects involving
4,500 traineers and · volunteers
have been put into action and in
Scotland 100 projects involving
several thousand people are planned.

Unfortunately, UK 2000's
reputation has not reached many
people yet. Despite a lot of camera clickj ng bi Fleet street
· journalists, plus a lot of stunts
and smiles from Mr Branson, the
general public is not too clear as to
what this latest venture actually
entails. If you do already know
about UK 2000, well done; if you
know that it's anything other than
a clean-up Britain campaign then
vou're doing really well. Unfortunately Mr Branson and his crew of
- to quote the Guardian, "hopefuls " , the press has been none too
helpful in trying to educate the
public as to what it is he is trying to
do . The aim of Friday's speechfying ws to get it clear from the start
in Scotland.
Apart from being a litter campaign , the mass media has dismissed UK 2000 as being a token
effort by the government to be
seen to be giving the unemployed
something to do whilst merely
being a -rehash of the seemingly
endless number of other schemes:
YTS, YOPS, Restart, Community Programme, etc, etc, ad
nauseam. And of course you can't
forget the bit about exploitation.
Fortunately this scheme has the
advantage of being totally beyond
the grasp of the government , and
to prove the point, Labour, the
Liberals , SDP and the Unions
have given their hallowed blessing.
The aim of the scheme is to give
the long term unemployed a
worthwhile training working on a

The Community Programme
Initiative on Tourism and coordinating the efforts of theScottish Tourist Board , MSC and CBI
(Scotland), alone aims to create
1,000 places in tourism projects in
the first year. The Landwise project in Glasgow aims to develop
derelict areas and children's
playgrounds. Other projects: tree
planting, the creation of woodlands, revitalisation of inner
cities, the setting up of working
museums-a coalmining working
museum in Wigan being an example in England, improving tourist
areas and many more. So maybe it
does go beyond the picking up of
litter. One of the latest projects is
recycling, and if you want a
thoroughly clear conscience when
buying your latest LP, then buy
Virgin - the paper they usii
recycled and soon so will the
album sleeves.
\

Richard Branson, "big man of Virgin,'' mucking in with UK 2000 workers.
project to improve the environment. Of course many conservation and environmental groups
have been doing just this for
years; the advantage of this particular scheme is that it brings
together the various voluntary
groups, who working individually
are limited as to what finances
they can raise and consequently
what influence they can have.
It also drags in both local
authorities and private industry
into the arena. With finance and
co-operation from both the private and the public sector the

programmes that the various voluntary gro ps are already working on can be expanded and new
projects which would be too
demanding in terms of mainpower and cost to any individual
group, can be realised by a joint
effort directed by UK 2000. For
the first three years the government provides the basic funding
and after this initial period the
idea is that sponsorship from the
private sector will finance training
and other costs.
So Friday saw the launch of the
campaign in Scotland. Unfortu-

nately , Student didn't arrive in
such style as the other VIP's. And
it wasn 't necessary to read the
name tag I was given to guess my
humble origins, the plastic bag
gave away the student identity.
Nevertheless, despite my incongruity one gentleman from the
Scottish Wildlife Trust was still
unperturbed , a born optimist: on
learning I was from Edinburgh
University he seized the opportunity to plug for sponsorship.
Personally I thought we came
nearer the receiver than the donor

Parkinson's Disease

Brixton and Broadwater Farm
estates, the ever-increasing crime
figures and the recent health
report which shows the poor die
-considerably younger.

Ian Robertson looks at the man ~nside Cecil Parkinson's suit and makes an interesting discovery.

[Opinion I
As would be expected of someone once nominated in Britain's
three best-dressed men, when
Cecil Parkinson turned up to
speak to Edinburgh University
Conservative Club he was
immaculately turned out.
To suit the summer weather he
had abandoned his usual cityslicker pinstripes in favour of a
muted green lightweight number ,
complemented by brown brogues,
a white shirt and an unimposingly
striped tie . This slightly rustic,
country squire look was furt~er
enhanced by a ruddy complexion
acquired on a recent ski trip to
Switzerland.
· Mr Parkinson gave his audience
· an' equally well-turn~d out_ campaign speech. Despite a hberal
application of smarm, he can still
come across as sincere and full of
conviction, playing the part of th_e
affable, reasonable man who ts

genuinely sorry for his oppponents who do not see the light and
agree with him .
The audience got a wellbalanced presentation, mixing
humour with rhetoric. British
politics "does not consist of the
right , left and centre, but the
right , left and muddled". Due_to
Thatcherism we are moving
towards "popular capitalism" and
thanks to the wonders of the free
market "80 per cent have a higher
standard of living" .
Along with Mrs Thatcher, Cecil
Parkinson excels at that on which
the Conservative Party seems to
place so much imp0rtance these
days, presentation. The_messag;
is: never mind the pohc1es, don t
you just love the PR.
However, while 80 per_ cent
may be better off, what about the
other 20 per cent; what about the
long-term unemployed, those
who cannot afford to buy their
own home and live in appalling
damp conditions in Edinburgh
and elsewhere, the disaffected
youth who have rioted in Toxteth ,

When asked why money cannot
be provided for a better health or
education service or housing, Mr
Parkinson talks of "times Of financial stringency". Yet somehow the
Government has managed to
"'count the pennies" to provide
billions in tax cuts.

Parkinson: looking for the
keys to success?

When asked what good tax cuts
do , Cecil replied, Reagan-style ,
with a homily - he has a constituent who was better off leaving
an £8,000 job and going on the
dole.
•While the tax system is undoubtedly in need of reform , there are
surely better ways than billion
- pound handouts which give
money away indiscriminately to
be spent indiscriminately on Japenese compact disc players, German cars and another skiing holiday by those who have plenty of
money already. When I put this to
Cecil he came back with a story
about a constituent with an £8,000
job.

So, after a delightful lunch, and
a few more speeches UK 2K- to
slip into the jargon, was launched.
Fleet Street seemed to be coming
over to the idea , Richard Branson
was still smiling, and hopefully the
enthusiasm really will translate
itself into a proper training for the
long term unemployed leading to
perament jobs. And what's more,
we should even see an improvement in the environment thrown
in for good measure.

In his speech, Cecil "confided"
that from 1947-50 he had been a
member of the Labour Party, but
had left because it was "too
idealistic" and "in practice it did
not deliver".
However, while idealism in an
absolute sense may be fruitless
and an overly-pltlnned society
inefficient, we cannot afford as a
civilised society to abandon
,altruism and all our ideals for
unbridled consumerism.
· This is the danger of Parkinson's Disease. Beautifully presented platitudes hiding injustice
and destabilising rifts in society.
The main problem facing many
people is which brand of consumer fetishism to indulge in. Tell
people that there is no problem
and the majority of voters will be
quite happy to believe it.
Just like Cecil Parkinson - the
policies he presents are immac~
lately turned out. However, the
reality behind them is much more
shabby indeed.

,.

Renaissance Man
Mike Harding is currently on British tour. Prue Jeffreys
spoke to him about class, condoms and alternative corned .
I met Mike Harding on a Saturday afternoon in March at the
start of his nationwide tour. We
were sitting in the fover of a
nice Edinburgh hotel , sipping t•a,
eating sandwiches , and talking
largely about condoms.
J t seemed an unlikely sett mg ror
an Irish Catholic, Manchesterborn comedian whose humour is
noted for its earthiness and directness. In his time , he has been a
dustman, bus conductor, road
digger , bookshop assistant, and
boiler-scaler. He also has a degree
in education, but has never been a
teacher, probably because, as he
later commented, he finds people
in authority "lamentable".
It is this varied background
which provides the source of
much of his comedy , comedy
which is rooted in laughing at the
incongruities and hypocrisies of
everyday life . This brand of
humour is now known as alternative comedy , but this was a phrase
unknown in the '70s, although
that was precisely what Mike and
his contemporaries were doing.
So does he see himself as one of
the founders of alternative comedy?
''To some extent you could say
that the regional comics as we
were called - Billy Connolly,
myself and Jasper Carrot were
doing something which had basically come out of the folk clubs a comedy rooted in the music hall
tradition and not in the stand-up
comic, Bernard Manning, Jimmy
Tarbuck style. It wasn't someone
wearing a flash suit and velvet
bow-tie, leaning on microphone
and telling racist jokes. Perhap~
the cardre of the four of us paved
the way to some extent to what
has happened since."
"But I think a lot of new alternative comedy has to do with
Cambridge Footlights, Edinburgh
Festival and Not the Nine O'Clock
News. that sort of stuff. That, I
think is a result of the
effect of people like us on the
media"
So were.you all making a collective etfort to develop a new branel
of comedy?
"Not reaiiy . We were doing a
similar sort of comedy - satirical
songs and stuff - but we were all

a
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ploughing our separate fields. I
didn't meet Billy until 1971 at the
Edinburgh Festival although we'd
been passing each other on the
motorway for years. People were
tired of shows like The Comedians
with stand-up comics telling the
same one-line gags. We were

cally feel, that I'm a Northerner.
I'm a comic."
"I'm proud of the fact that I'm a
human being I'm not a
nationalist. I'm not especially
proud of the fact that I was born in
Britain or anything like that. I
always try to keep away from
parochialism or nationalism. The
North of England is where my
roots are and I've a great respect
for the people I grew up amongst
because they fought in the face of
almost insurmountable odds and

One of the many faces of Mike Harding.
fresh, new , and a lot of directors
and producers in TV were willing
to take a chance on us, which gave
us the openmg we all needeel .
Mike's humour always seems
very firmly rooted in the North of
England, working-class tradition ,
and like most northerners, he
seems proud and defensive of it. I
wondered to what extent he
agreed with this.
" Well , I don't lose my accent.
but it's not a geographically
located humour. It's universal to
English-speaking people basically. It's not something I specifi-

made a living for themselves , 'but
I'm not a regional person."
In his current tour, Mike is
doing 78shows in S3venues. It has
been called "colourful", "controversial" , "disarming" and
"passionate", and even though he
insists his humour is not regionally
restricted , his popularity varies
from v~.1ue to venue and he
admits his dislike for certain
areas.
"I do think London is bullshit
city and: do find that the south of
England has its fair share of wristy

merchants . Hut the"audiences are
alright. The 'only places we don't
work now are on the south coast,
like Bexhill-on-Sea. That's where
people go to die ."
So don't they need cheering
up?
"They won 't come out to b·e
cheered 'up . You could bring
Christ down to Bexhill-on-Sea for
a second co_ming and they
wouldn 't go to see him. It's the
pits.
" But it's not the regional audiences that are usually the problem, because they've come for a
good night out and they're going
to enjoy themselves wherever
they are. The biggest problem
we've always had is with theatre
managements not doing their
jobs, like not turning the heating
on or something. People think I'm
being facetious when I say a
theatre's only as good as its boilerman. It's like a school caretaker ,
he's the guy who makes everything work and without him getting it right you're in trouble."
How well are you received in
Edinburgh?
"ft's very good. It's a big place ·
to fiil" (the Playhouse) - "I'd be
better off in a house half the size,
we need an intimate house, but
there's nowehre like that in Edinburgh. You would have thought
there would be with the Festival,
but there isn't. The first gig I
played in Edinburgh was in a disused Bovril warehouse . Glasgow's the best , though. They ripped the walls down when I was
there. It was incredible."
Inevitably , and especially for a
man whose humour is largely condom-based, the conversation
turned to AIDS. I asked him
how he treated the subject , from a
comic stance?
" It's not something I can laugh
about, although I do a lot of jokes
about condoms. I can only explain
this by being a bit oblique and saying that when t!'le Falklands War
was on , in the beginning of it ,
when we were just sailing out
there , I used to do a lot of gags
about two dictators having a go at
each other in the South Atlantic.
But once people started dying, I
cut it."
What do you think of the government AIDS campaign?
" It probably scared a lot of
people , and according to the STD
clinics there's been a drop in the
normal sexually transmitted dis-
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eases because people are bein
more careful a nd more select· g
' hh - ~
IVe
wit
t e1r partners. So,_ if that'
any indication, then I suppose i:
has been successful."
Mike takes an active interest i
social problems and this in
reflected in his other work. Hi:
Jat~st venture for TV is a sit-com
which deals, satmcally, with an
innocent abroad.
"I did it because I think life's
crazy and I think we are the only
animal that possibly could wipe us
all off the face of the planet. I find
politicians nothing but laughable
I find people in authority lamenta'.
ble and I don' t take any of them
seriously. I wanted to show an
innocent abroad, looking at the
world through his eyes and realising how bloody stupid it all is. 1
might be playing the part. I've got
to have a screen test first to see if
I can act - I've never acted
before."
He is also a best-selling author.
His book of photographs, Walk·
ing the Dales , was in the top 30
bestsellers for months, and the
hardback version of When the
Martians Landed in Huddersfield
went to number one in the Sunday
Times bestsellers . He has just
written a comedy play for York·
shire Television called Last Tango
in Whitby and is in the process of
writing a comic novel set on an
RAF camp in the Indian Ocean in
1971. How does he have enough
time to fit everything in?
"There aren't enough days in
the week , hours in the day. But
going on tour for four months will
buy me the freedom to write and
do all the other things. You have
to invest time to buy time. Writing
doesn't bring in much money. It's
only people like Barbara Cartland
and 0-level chemistry textbooks
that make any money."
"TV pays the bills too. I hate
doing it because the mechanics get
in the way of you and the au.d1ence and when you're commg
thro~gh the haunted fish tank,
every Tom , Dick and Harry'.s
there , and they're all in.stant c~1~
ties, switch it on , switch 1t .off.~ d
rather work live gigs any time.
What are you going to do when
~uretire ?
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"What's all this old age crap.
I'm going to fall in love with a red·
headed Scotswoman and go and
live in the Highlands somewhere
on the edge of a loch ."
Let 's hope it's not too soon.
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Skisploits

Guinness Affair

On a tour around the capitals of the countries where the caman is swung EU Shinty
Club had a victorious visit to Dublin, playing Trinity College. This anou'a1 tour is a
gruelling event and undertaken only by the sort of men who break Tonka toys and eat
three shredded wheat. Former veteran of three tours, 'Jimmy Divot', wimped out,
unable to face the consequences of previous visits; but I can safely report that both
babies are doing well. 'Minx' McFarlane undertook to fill this void and to keep the
spirit of procreation alive, managing a swift liaison with a female friend in Belfast
between switching train stations and extending his rabbit-like mating habits to
encompass one of the less sightly elements of Dublin nightlife who was playing hostess
to the team.
Having arrived on Monday
evening, got settled in and got
drunk , the lads woke on Tuesday
morning to news of an EEC Guin. ness lake. Leaping out of bed ,
they rushed to the renowned
institution of Arthur Guinness·
and Son to save Dublin from
drowning. The ensuing blissful
reverie was unfortunately shortlived , since there was to be a game
that a fternoon.
This was no ordinary event, but
an o rdeal with death: a match
against TCD camogie team.
Camogie is the girls' version of
hurling. T he term 'girls' is of
course used loosely (as are the
girls, rumour has it). These are
ferocious Amazonians; a meaty ,
beefy, big and bouncy bunch that
can "hop, skip and jump . . . ", well
you know how the song goes. But
the shinty team were me n enough
for them and hammered in five
goals, conceding only one.
'Teuchtar' Cameron , fancying

himself as a real lady-killer, temporarily hospitalised one colleen
before being told that while to
knock a girl out and drag her off
was an acceptable courting ritual
in Beauty, it didn't work in Dublin . Hero of the day was 'Deputy
Dougie' Ross , who notched up a
few goals and kept the whole company in good cheer with a huge
repertoire of songs. The evening
was spent in quiet contemplation
of the victory with only one ejection from a hostelry which was less
than salubrious even before the
team left. But Dublin has lots of
bars ....

the pitch , the lads showed an even
more callous disregard for the
barrel of Guinness supplied after
the game by their hosts.

Both Grant and Lovelybum
surpassed their form on the field
with two of the neatest moves .
Grant takes pride of place with his
manual dexterity in falling over,
with girl in one hand and a pint in
the other, losing neither a drop
from the pint nor the opportunity
for a bilabial encounter. The
Bavarian for his part took his pleasures sta nding up , circumnavigating the crowded bar via
every girl in the place. It was a
Next day 'Quiet Man' Maguire long night as you can imagine with
joined the party to play TCD hurl- 'Deputy Dougie' losing the coning team. It was a great game with tents of his stomach on the way.
'Golly' Grant in fin e form and
So en ded the 1987 tour. Thanks
Ralph 'Lovelybum ' almost having must go to our hosts and hostesses
his name changed (not by deed from TCD and to Arthur Guinpoll , but by hurling stick) to Ralph ness and Son for making this one
'My-nose-is-all-over-my-face'.
of the best tours ever ,; to Malcolm
Seven goals were pushed past the for arranging it and to all who
Trinity defence without reply . took part.
Devastating though they were on
Tomas Magllidhir

The season having drawn to a slushy conclusion we now
you the final report of our team's skisploits.

brio~

We began with a resounding
defeat on our very own scribbling
brush, Hillend. Glasgow proving
their worth in a close matched
fmal against Strathclyde, Edin·
burgh scraped third.
The snow season lucked off
with SUSF Ireland Alloys at
Glenshee. Lack of male success
was compensated for by the
women . Moira Langmuir finished
second and newcomer Megan
Yates third .

Moira and Tania proved SUSF
was no fluke taking l t and 3rd
respectively in the slalom. Sally
(Aberdeen) won the GS and
scraped the combined tit le. The
inter team battle between Jim
Garland and Bill Manson was
eventually won by Jim , even
after a poor first run· in the GS .
They finished 4th and 5th in the
combined. The team event was
won by Hairy Twatt with Edinburgh close behind. Edinburgh
ladies?? once again proved too
For volunteers weekend we quick for the opposition , winning
moved to Cairngorms and SUSF. the team event by a mere 0.4 secs.
Tania Adams having discovered
contact lenses skied "the race of
The highlight of the social
her life" taking the GS and beat- events turned out to be the boat
ing all the boys in the process. race. Unfortunately due to a
Lorf!a Langmuir taking the rather drunken anchor man (Scott
slalom and combined, it was Edin- Henry) our performance was not
burgh's weekend! Tricky condi- up to its usual high standard tions during the mens event left us please stay sober next year scot! II

~~~~~~~~~~~~-1

The Irish Cup, the annual regatta for everyone who has never rowed
before, will be held on Wednesday 6th May at 2.00 p.m. The event is
open to teams or four to row in coxed fours. Coxes will be provided by the
Boat Club. It takes place on the canal off the Colin too Road, first bridge
after junction with Polwarth Terrace, bus nos. 45 and 27 stop
Meggetland.
Entry forms can be picked up from the Sports Union Office, and
should be returned there by Tuesday 5th May with a fee of £2 per crew.
Entries will be limited on a first come first served basis.
Enquiries - tel: 667 6465.

This Sunday is Sports Day at PetTetmill - the annual
extravaganza of sporting activity and liquid prizes, so come
down and join in the fun from 12 noon to 6 pm. A good time is
guaranteed for all! Entry forms, like the one below, are
available from the Sports Union Office and around the
University.

SPORTS DAY 1987
SUNDAY 3rd MAY
PEFFERMILL PLAYING FIELDS
FROM 12 NOON to 6.00 P.M.
Anyone can win a Bottle of Bubbly or Crate of Cans and everybody
enjoys themselves! Just fill ih an entry form for the sports below ~r JUSt
come along to take part or just soak up the atmosphere at Pefferm1ll (on
Peffermill Road along from Cameron Toll-bus nos. 2, 14, 21) . Teams
for all the sports in the entry form should be mixed - except Ru~by and
Football. Hand the entry forms into the Sports Umon Office, 48
Pleasance, by Friday 1st May. The following sports w!ll be for
individuals to enter on the day: 100 metres dash ; Golf; High Jump;
Obstacle Race; Tug of War ; plus various other fun events.

a

ENTRY FORM
(Return to Sports Union Office, 48 Pleasance by 2 p.m. on Friday 1st May)
Time
12nooo

Event
Rugby Sevens

12nooo

Football 6-a-side

12noon

Lacross 9-a-side

12noon

Football (Ladies) 6-a-side

2p.m.

Hockey 6-a·side (at least
2 females per team)

2p.m.

Volleyball 6-a-side (at
least 2 females per team)

2p.m.

"'ounders 9-a-side
Mixed Tug of War

Team
Name

Captain's Name
&Tel. No.

Ma Pint!
Despite (or perhaps because oO
last week's disparaging remarks
about the Scottish climate, the new
cricket season started bang on
time; or rather it would have done
had Strathclyde not been delayed
for almost an hour.
Edinburgh lost the toss and batted and as the Strathclype team
took the field , the reason for their
late a rrival immediately became
clear. A confused figure in full
Lothian Roader's regalia stood
dejectedly at mid-off. The sorry
plight was due to the fact that he'd
apparently been pl11cked from a
Glasgow bar by "a bunch ofpoofters in white trousers" with promises of sporting stardom . And all
this "Before I'd finished ma pint!"
Meanwhile , this afront to cricketing tradition spurred our opening batsmen to punish the fielding
side by boring them to death .
They stoically patted back all half
vollies and long hops with a merciless disregard for spectator welfare . It couldn't last though , and
as the afternoon wore on the
Edinburgh batting began to dominate the weak Strathclyde attack .
Gary Cook, making his debut
punished anything way ward , taking three of his nine boundaries in
one over. The top score with 67
and with the help of Dan
Chisholm 27 and Brent Lockie 24
(oh yes and extras - a brisk 31)
Edinburgh d~lared at 181 for 4.
When Strathclyde batted they
lost wickets regularly as Edinburgh bowled and fielded brilliantly. Jamie Hothersall bowling
brisk ioswing returned figures of 5
for 19 and victory was secured by
121 runs .
Edinburgh University was represented by Moira Llmgmulr lit the
World Student Winter Games in
Strbske Pleso, Czechoslovakia in
February. Britain sent five alpine
skiers and having the best results
Britain has ever achieved in the
Games 3 top 12 placings in the
·downhill.

On a more serious note, a
with two finish ers Martin
Longstaff and Rhys Edwards number of English Universities
coming 4th and 5th respectively. failed to take part this year, disputing the ranking procedure.
The climax of the season took This prompted a meeting between
place on Caimgorm in the Easter the captains present over B USF
hols. The British Universities Ski representatives . A new procedure
Championships once again man- emerged agreeable to all so next
aged to keep Aviemore's p,ubli- year, as organisers of the event,
cans smiling. Beer drinking , fancy we look forward to a full compledress , cabaret, food nights , fist ment of University teams .
We wish to thank BUSF sponfights etc. all served to enhance a
week of good racing and justified sors B.P. for their interest and
the evacuation of the local resi- enthusiasm and hope to see them
again next year.
dents.

SUSF Results
Men
1. Olsen L.
2.McCallD.
3. Galloway S.
4. Longstaft'M.
5. Edwards R.

(Str.)
(Ab.)
(glas)
(Edin.)
(Edin.)

Women
(Edin.)
1. Langmuir M.
(Edin.)
2.AdamsT.
(Ab.)
3. Harrison S.
.4. YatesM.(Edio.)

Team - 1st Edinburgh

BUSF Results
Men
1. Blyth M.
(Glas.)
2. Steel A.
(St. A.)
3. Olsen L.
(Str .)
(Edin.)
4. GailaodJ.
5. MaosonB.
(Edin.)
Team -1st Heriot Watt

Meo
1. Harrison S.
2. Langmuir M.
3. Adams T.
Team-1st Ediobu

(Ab.)
(Edin.)
(Edin.)
rgb
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GROUND LING
The Church celebrates this
Then it came to pass that the
gospel or the Lord was made story in a wonderful and weird
known to the people or Edinburgh. way. Music, costume and architecAnd, Io, It appeared to them on the ture all combine in an exotic and
sides or buses, on the walls of desperate attempt to make us
buildings and on the badges of believe. When the Church can no
lapels. And the people rejoiced longer rund Itself on box ofllce tak·
exceedingly with great joy. For the ings, the Arts Council will
gospel, as spake by the prophets, undoubtedly step in. The Easter·
proclaimed unto them ''There is performance might even pick up a
Fringe award.
hope''.
Quite what this marvellous
Hope of what? Salvation? Happiness? Going to the library coffee ritual achieves is another question.
bar without rmding any yahs? Two
Already Groundling can hear
weeks ago Grouodllog went to St people scribbling indignantly
Giles Cathedral, on Easter Sun- about his cynicism. Almost 100
day, to find out.
years after Nietzsche noticed the
It was a bright morning and , as death of God, it is still tabOO to
the bells tolled, the few people on attack religion. This is probably
the streets congregated towards St explained by some deep-seated
Giles to celebrate the greatest superstitious fear of rotting in hell.
come-back of all time. Three days But religious beliefs are no diffe·
after being nailed to two planks of rent from any other kind of beliefs,
wood, Christ came back from the and if it is fair to attack people for
dead. "Jesus Christ is risen today" believing that blacks are stupid, or
we sang triumphantly, and then, for believing that women are
as if to rub the point in, ''Christ the inferior to men, then it does seem
Lord is risen today". The preacher reasonable to ask why people
told us to receive the story with a should believe .in Christianity.
Traditionally, Christianity, like
sense of wonder. Indeed. As with
'Dallas', where characters are most religions, used to explain the
constantly rising rrom the dead, majesty or creation. Inquisitive
one wonders if it might, perhaps, peasants, worrying about the oribe nonsense.
gins of the universe (as one does)

• • •

sees the light

were consoled by the story of an
amazingly productive worker called God. But this consolation can
hardly have been very effective,
since his existence could only be
proved by the ''everything must
have a cause" argument. But who,
of course, created God?
Even assuming God does exist,

which is unlikely, there are no
good reasons for worshipping him.
Christians do so for two reasons.
Firstly, it is "natural" to respect
one's creator, one's father. But if
the creator made a lousy imperfect
job of it, as by common consensus
he did, we should instead comp·
lain. Equally, every good parent
should encourage bis offspring to

be independent, not begging for
help at every opportunity. Christians are like SO-year-olds still
receiving pocket money.
Secondly, Christians worship
God because they believe the God
of Creation is also the God of
Goodness. But, just as arms manufacturers do not mind who fires
their weapons, there is no logical
reason why the creator should be
remotely interested in how his creations behave.
The congregation on Sunday did
not seem particularly perplexed by
the mystery of creation. The
church has virtually abandoned
this topic to scientists, who are
infinitely better qualified to deal
with it. Instead, worshippers
probably felt that the main role of
the Church these days is to act as a
·
moral force .
If the Church is a moral force, it
is hardly a very powerful one,
because it has done very little to
actually improve the world. Britain is a better place to live today
than it was 100 years ago because
there is more respect for women,
workers and the under-privileged
and people are healthier. The
Church has done very little to
bring this about. Instead of inak-

ing s~ints out of people who are
g~numely worthy , like, say, the
discoverer of penicillin th
<;:hurch instead devotes its' atten~
hon to obscure eccentrics.
~he Church, then, offers less
rational explanation of the w
1
than 'Blue Peter' and, morallor .d
. 'fi
.
Y,1s
a bot
u as s1gm 1cant m public life as
the SDP. Why, then, do aU th
people interrupt their morning~
bed to indulge in this bizar in
ritual?
re
Basically, it makes them feel
better. Prayer bas always seemed
to me a particulalr.y uncomforta.
hie waste of time, since it consists
of making impossible demands of
someone who does not exist. But if
it allows worried people time to
think about their problems, even if
they would be better off doing so in
bed, then it achieves something.
Going to church allows people to
feel that they belong. Just as Hell's
Angels hold rites involving orgiastic sex and sawn-off shotguns,
Jesus's Angels perform rituals
with bread and wine. Both ceremonies allow essentially lonely
people to feel some sense of com.
munion. So there is hope after all.
Personally, Groundling would
rather go to a party.

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVlCE
ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
For Edinburgh University
students only.
·Listings with reference numbers can be followed up by
going to the Student Accommodation Service at 30
Buccleuch Place.
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Vacancy for 2 in shared room at 16 Portland Place. Vacant 9/5/87 . £120 per
month . Ref. no . 249.
Shared room available at 282 Leith Walk
(3F2). Vacant Jn/87. £25 per week . Ref.
no . 248.
shared room available at 61 Clerk
Street. Vacant 2616/87. f:/5.75 per
month . Ref. no . 247.
Female wanted for shared room at 84
Marchmont Road Top Rat. Vacant 23/5/
87 . £110 per month. Ref. no. 243.
Vacancy for I in single room at 13 Men·
tone Terrace. Vacant beginning of May .
£:15 per month . Ref. no. 250.
Male wanted for single room at 27/10 Sci·
ennes. Vacant now. £80.20 per month .
Ref. no. 246.
Single room available at Bristo Place
(3FL). Vacant 24/6/87. £68.50 per
month. Ref. no. 239. Post grad preferred.
Female wanted for single room at 48 East
Claremont St. Vacant now. £115 per
month. Ref. no . 245. Postgrad preferred.
Single room avllllable at 11/1 West
Richmond St. Vacant 31/8187. £71 per
month. Ref. no. 244. Non-sm.o kers.

SCRIBBLE PAD

Single room vacant at 130 Marchmont
Road. Vacant now. £80 per month . ref.
no. 247.
Single room available at 42 Marchmont
Road, 2FR. Vacant now, £81 per month .
Ref. no. 241. 3rd, 4th years , or postgrad
preferred .
Single room vacant at 21n Sciennes.
Vacant now. £80.20permonth. Ref. no.
240.
Vacancy for single room at 114 Mar·
chmont Road. Vacant now. £112.50 per
month. ref. no. 237.
Single room avaUable at 35 Bruntsfield
Gardens. Vaca nt now. £120 per month.
Ref. no. 236.
2 single and I shared rooms available at I
Cambridge Street. Vacant now. £90 and
£120 per month. Ref. no. 233.
Single room vacant at 14 Bruntsfield
Avenue (2fR). Vaca nt now. £!05 per
month. Ref. no . 232.
Male wanted for single room, 13/6 Sciennes. Vacant now. £80 per month . Ref
no. 161. Call round to flat.
Summer in London. Rooms ava ilable
from IOth July until the 18th September.
Mm1mum stay one month . For regis-

tered stude nts only . Contact the Accommodation Office , Queen Mary College.
Mile End Road , London . Or contact Oi
9804811 ext3109.,
Self-catering
Oats
available
in
Edinburgh during summer. Cont act th e
Student
Accommodation
Service,
Vacation Bookings . 30 Buccleuch Place.
Tel 0316670151.

MISCELLANEOUS
eitroen Visa is still for sale. See last
week's Student.

Flats: Any 4th year who is thinking of
selling his or her flat this summer, could
they "Please contact a prospective buyer
on2256756.
Student Houses: There are vacancies for
students, mainly in shared rooms in
Halls of Residence and Student Houses.
Places in Halls gen erally full-boa rd , Stu·
dent Houses are self-catering. If
interested , please contact , SAS, 30
Buccleuch Place.
Four 2nd year female students want 3 or
4 bedroomed flat available for letting
from end of September. Contact Kirsty
3344192 .
Bruntsfield nat, person wanted for
single room , £82 per month , call 92
Montpielier Park 2FL. Between 6-8 pm.
2 rooms available from August in 5 per·
son flat in New Town . Big rooms. £16
per week . Phone 557 1263.
Lost: gold and blue coloured bracelet.
Says Cartier, but is a fa ke worth about
£10. Sentimental value. Contact Jacqui
668 3045.
Piano player wanted for Paris Bistro, 71
Cowgate, Tel. 225 2293.

Student's classified section is a free
service to readers. We welcome
accommodation, ''for sale" and
other small adverts. Adverts
should be kept to a maximum of:l-0
words and may be handed into the
Student office (first noor, 48 Plea·
· sance) or placed in the red Stud~nl
collection boxes in the Teviol
foyer Mandela centre Union ShOP
and i~ A&M Reid grocers in the
KB C.eotre.

'The Holy High Chu rch
of :Teewhiz Christ

Part One

•

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Royal train station (S,S)

8. One orthese (4)

9. Pretentious word ror truth (II)
10. A snob takes tea (6)
11. Small and slender (6)
12. Squeeze it Is (3)
13. Neu the Brookside set (S)

ts.

Athletic (S)

17. Reverse 12 Across
19. Maternal feeding point (6)

21. Make attractive to someone

2. Malevolance, or Shakespeare
feeling sick (3,4)
3. The inexperience colour (S)
4. Secm(6)
S. Some sort of female monster
(6)

6. This piece of material will lose
you your job (7)
7. One spark, and it's over (S)
14. This bird is good for a gulp (7)
16. A secret meeting is dangerous
In the West End (7)
17. reputation (6)
18. Soft and gentle (6)
20. How did the chicken go to bed
(S)

(6)

22. A moderate,name (S)
23. Gathered together (8)
24. Huge (4)
25. Travel there by leaving the
east on horseback (4,6)

e

Answers?

See page 5

